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When I came to South Carolina 24 
years ago, there were three things I 
swore never to do; eat grits, drink okra 

- soup, and turn catalpa worms inside 
~ out. As regards the first two, I have 
-- remained staunch and uncompromised . 

I am still a virgin Virginian. But as regards 
the third-

Well, here I squat above a spillway, 
with my legs dangling over a tiny 
maelstrom ten feet below. And I am 

,<,JT''------- straining my bifocals and trying to 
persuade a three-inch caterpillar that he 
looks handsomer with pajamas on the 
outside of his pants . Which shows how 
the strongest characters will degenerate 
in time. 

Regardless of how adroitly it is done, 
catalpa-turning is not recommended for 
aristocrats or for prudish souls with 
overnice stomachs. The catalpa 

•~N~:...._1caterpillar is a juicy and over-cooperative 
critter. When turned or squashed in the 
fingers , it exudes a greenish and 
bilious-looking substance that leaves an 
ineradicable black stain on hands and 
fingernails . A glance at a man's hands 
will tell you instantly whether he is an 
addict. It is the badge of the 
brotherhood of turners. 

mcrs 
But there are times, especially in June 

and July, when the saucy redbreast 
sunfish, which we call the red-breasted 
bream down here, will disdain all other 
enticements. During March, April and 
May, he is not so fastidious. A big green 
catalpa, whether turned or unturned, is 
a banquet in itself. Inside-out business is 
gilding the lily then . But in late season 
the prized redbreast can be consistently 
seduced only by a freshly turned 

• catalpa. Squatting beside me 

In a~:~r~~~!~~~~~~ in 

In bream and bass fishing, shooting 
quail or the telling of such tales, few 
could match the late Dr. Havilah 
Babcock, writer, instructor, fellow 
South Carolinian. As witness we 
offer this treatise on the art of the 
turned catalpa. 

a similar enterprise 
and apparently meeting 
with dubious success. 
They are both doctors, 

and their fumbling endeavors in 
this new field of surgery tickle me no end. 

"How are you doing it, Henry?" one 
asks the other. 

"With a matchstick," the other replies. 
"A fellow told me to push the stick 
through the worm lengthwise, then 
slide ' im off onto the hook. " 

"How does itwork?" 
"Nothing to write home about. They 

turn all right, but won't slip off onto the 
hook. I've been arguing with one 
customer here for five minutes. How are 
you doing it?" 



"With a nail. A fellow gave me the 
same directions, with a nail. Sounds 
plausible, but ain't worth a tinker's. 
Besides, a damned caterpillar just 
squirted in my eye and it stings. Wish I 
had brought my surgical instruments 
along. " 

"What we really need is a first-class 
chiropractor, " clucked the other doctor. 
"Wouldn 't a job like this be duck soup 
for a chiropractor!" 

"What method are you using, 
Professor?" They both turned to me. 

"Gentlemen, your operative 
technique is wrong," I solemnly 
counseled . "You are endeavoring to turn 
them inside out. That is a mistake. Turn 
them outside in . It is somewhat 
disillusioning to hear two more or less 
reputable physicians confess their 
ineptitude at such a simple procedure. 
When I think of the confidence your 
patients repose in you, and your 
intimate knowledge of anatomy-" 

"We don't turn our patients inside out, 
thank you. Now quit stalling, Prof, and 
show us how to do it." 

"How much is it worth to you?" I 
bargained. "When I consult a doctor, I 
get a bill for professional services. If 
each of you will knock off a fivespot 
from what I owe you-" 

"Go ahead, Shylock. No chance of 
collecting your bill anyway. I've already 
told my secretary to deduct it from my 
income tax as a bad debt." 

"Then if you sons of Hippocrates will 
come closer, we'll conduct a clinic in 
worm-turning. First, remove the head. If 
you are a staunch States'-Rightist, bite it 
off. If you are a sissified Junior Leaguer, 
pinch it off like this. Then take a small, 
long-shanked hook-say a Carlisle No. 
8-and place the rounded bottom of the 
hook-not the point-into the tail of 
the patient and press gently, slipping his 
petticoat up the shank with thumb and 
forefinger. Like this . 

"Now your caterpillar is upside down, 
inside out, and outside in, and he 
doesn't know his what from a hole in the 
ground. In other words, he's in a hell of 
a shape. Now jab the point of your hook 
against your thumb to clear it. Like this," 
and I display a black-dotted and 
well-punctuated thumb as evidence of 
my skill. "Then you flip this anatomical 
anomaly into the current thirty feet away 
and-" 

My rigmarole ended abruptly as the 
line cut a fast monogram across the 
frothing pool , into a foam-capped eddy, 

and back through the swirling current 
again. Quite a dancing master he is . 
Cocky as a bantam rooster. But a 
moment later a 16-ounce gamester 
flashed in the sun beside me. 

Tricked out in the scarlet finery of 
spring, the redbreast sunfish is perhaps 
the most gorgeously hued of the 
freshwater game fishes. Its brilliance is 
always startling, like a resplendent jewel 
instantly drawn from its case .... 

The catalpa caterpillar has certain 
unique advantages as panfish bait. First, 
it is not commonly molested by 
hook-robbers and undersized feeders, 
as are crickets, earthworms, mayflies, 
wax worms, honeybee and wasp pupae 
and other small insects. When you get a 
strike, the probabilities favor a nice fish . 
Secondly, the catalpa is so tough
skinned that it will cast almost as well as 
an artificial fly. 

And thirdly, it is so durable and 
water-resistant that several fish may be 
successively taken on the same bait. I 
have taken as many as four without 
rebaiting .... 

Our precious catalpa worms are 
sometimes hard to get. Incredibly 
plentiful at times, they are incredibly 
scarce at others. As a matter of fact, they 
seem to be scarcest when fish bite best 
and most plentiful when fish bite least, 
but I reckon that's the way the world is 
run. The trees in my section normally 
produce four crops of caterpillars a year, 
with a three-week interval between 
egg-laying cycles . 

During the dearth period between 
cycles, an ardent breamerwill canvass a 
whole countryside for a hundred 
worms. One friend of mine drove 170 
miles on a caterpillar quest. Another had 
a supply shipped by air from Alabama. 

Caterpillar dealers can supply only a 
fraction of the demand, although many 
fishermen raise their own worms or 
have sources of supply about which they 
are highly secretive. A man might tell 
you his wife's age, how he is going to 
vote, or how much money he owed the 
bank, but he will lie ingloriously to 
protect the source of his bait supply. 

Catalpa worms, which are universally 
called "catawbas" down here, retail for 
three cents apiece in the spring, but 
during scarce periods a good bargainer 
can get almost any price he asks, 
especially around full moon in May, June 
and July. A full moon seems to affect 
breamers as well as bream. During May, I 
saw a level-headed banker pay five 

dollars for a hundred caterpillars. 
During full moon in July, I heard a party 
of distraught breamers on the 
Santee-Cooper offer a dollar a dozen for 
the horrendous critters that many 
benighted folks spray to get rid of. 

The worms can be successfully 
refrigerated for two weeks, and 
thousands of breamers keep emergency 
supplies in their iceboxes, in spite of 
indignant squawks from their abused 
wives. After considerable 
experimenting, I have discovered.a 
method of preserving the caterpillars 
almost indefinitely. But try to get me to 
tell you about it! My most coveted 
possession right now is the 15 cartons of 
caterpillars snugly reposing in my 
deep-freeze, each carton conspicuously 
labeled for Alice's benefit: "Worms : do 
not cook." 

This spring an 80-year-old South 
Carolinian fell from a tree and broke his 
leg-while picking catalpa worms to go 
fishing. Catalpa trees are notoriously 
brittle-limbed. Worms were pretty 
scarce at the time, and after I had related 
the story to a group of bream fishermen 
on the Cumbahee;- the comment of one 
clownish fellow broke up the party : 
"Wonder if he got'em all?" 

"Every loyal South Carolinian has 
three ambitions," opines a waggish 
friend of mine. "He wants to refight the 
Battle of Gettysburg, run for governor 
on a State's-Rights platform, and inherit 
a grove of catalpa trees. And he thinks 
maybe that Gettysburg affair might turn 
out different, now that we've got the 
atom bomb factory in Confederate 
territory! " 
Havilah Babcock 
From "The Best of Babcock" selected and with an 
introduction by Hugh Grey. Copyright © 1974 by 
Alice Babcock and Holt, Rinehart and Winston . 
Reprinted by permission of Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston , Publishers . 
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huge but hannfess · ocean fish today 
unmolested along the state's Great Nortn··ureakers. 

The boat carry}ng eight oars and two sails changed attitude abruptly as 
the taJI man in mi bow pointed a new course by swinging the heavy steel 
harpoon . . One of the sails was lowered . After a few more strokes, he 
motioned for the oars to be shipped and the final sail was dropped . 

Thi flooding tide carried the craft along the shallows at the northern 
end of Hilton Head Island toward an enormous black shape that hovered 
beneath the surface. The distance narrowed and William Elliott planted his 
left foot on a check on the forecastle, judging the distance carefully as his 
right arm drew the heavy harpoon back in readiness. . ... 

He glanced .down to be sure the half-inch rope leadirtJ fo the sh~(!pl . 
the harpoon wasn't snarled about his feet~Forty fatho~ ,this r, "· 
carefully coiled in a large tub just behind him. One 
him plunging to his doom. Elliott was fishing this day 
quarry of several tons and enormous power. 

The harpoon hissed through the air and the turbiq 
Sound erupted in a geyser of blood-frothed foa 
wings thrashed out of the shallows and into the . . 
coiled out of the tub and finally was snubbed oW, 
Everyone sat back to enjoy their "sea island sleigh)jde ;,' 

ia the harpoon, was fast to the then mysterio'us·b~atu 
uvampire of the sea," or "devilfish." 

11 
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In 1837 these devilfish had been observed but generally ign~ll: 
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William Elliott encountered them in numbers during his frequent passage 
between his plantation on what is now Parris Island Marine Corps Recruit 
Training Depot and a small summer community on Bay Point, across Port 
Royal Sound from Hilton Head Island. 

The planning of this planter, politician and poet of the Lowcountry was 
reaching fruition as he clung to the bow with hair streaming in the wind 
and wondered just what he would do with his prize if the creature didn't 
succeed in carrying them all to a watery grave. 

The boat was towed very quickly across the sound toward Bay Point, 
which pleased Elliott since that's where he'd planned on beaching the 
quarry, but he was dismayed when the devilfish veered to the southeast 
along the Great North Breakers and headed out to sea. 

In desperation, Elliott and two other men hauled against the rope as the 
oarsmen backed against the fish. Little by little the gap narrowed until two 
lances were driven deep into the ray's back and, with a shuddering 
convulsion, the great devilfishwas through. Butthe triumph of victory was 
not to be Elliott's. With full sail and the crew straining at the oars, the dead 
weight of the ray could not be hauled back to Bay Point before full 
darkness and was finally cut away. Sharks devoured the carcass. Elliott had 
killed his quarry and done it before a boatload of witnesses, but his friends 
ashore would not see this fabled and feared creature. Elliott vowed to hunt 
the devilfish again . 

William Elliott was one of the first Lowcountry outdoor writers and his 
works were much in demand by such publications as Skinner's Sporting 
Magazine, The Charleston Mercury and later, The Charleston Courier. 
Once the news of hunting the devilfish reached these publications there 
was a flurry of articles by Elliott, who wrote under the pen name of 
Piscator. He kept a detailed journal of his pursuit of the devilfish, and 
during the period of1837 to 1843, he logged the capture of a considerable 
number of them which he described as having a liver that contained most 
beneficial oils, while the gargantuan bodies were drawn up on the beach 
on his plantation, cut up into manageable pieces and used as fertilizer in 
the fields. 

The first few years brought an avid clan of fellow planters around Elliott 
who, bored with summer life in their cottages along Bay Point, were eager 
to join him in the exhilarating challenge of stalking the mighty manta ray. 
They quickly perfected methods of approaching either those devilfish 
found lying calmly just under the surface or in giving chase to a gamboling 
school of as many as eight mantas who woulds• 1rface at frequent intervals 
and execute their peculiar end-over-end maneuvers. 

It was the sheer danger of the sport that initially attracted Elliott and his 
cohorts. It was a sort of mini-whaling activity and a harpooned devil 
would invariably carry a single boat, or even a train of several boats lashed 
together, on a merry chase around Port Royal Sound, up Beaufort River, 
over to Hilton Head, inside Joiner Banl<s and even through the shoals of 
Gaskin Banks. 

Elliott records that the average devilfish was about 14 feet from wingtip 
to wingtip with a depth of about three feet, weighing easily over one ton. 
And, as the summers passed, he discovered that the creatures were 
plentiful in June, July and August, instead of August only as he first 
observed. He was extremely curious about the "horns" the creatures used 
like arms and hands to scoop shrimp and small fish into their cavernous 
mouths. Some of the devilfish he succeeded in bringing back to the beach 
measured over 20 feet across the wingtips with a body depth of four feet 
and a weight of several tons. He describes his need for several teams of 
horses and mules and "20 good men" on the ropes to drag this vampire of 
the sea up so admiring ladies could view it in awe. 

But sometime after 1843, William Elliott began to change his opinion and 
even his desire to hunt the rriionsters of Port Royal Sound. He observed 
that they were not creatures which reproduced their kind with the same 
rapidity as other forms of sea life. His excursions became more like 
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When a 3,000-pound, 22-foot creature with hornlike 
fins wrenches itself from the sea, flaps above the water 

· and then plunges back into the depths, it's easy to 
understand how the manta ray became known as the 
"devilfish." Humans naturally fear it, and its cephalic 
fins do have a grip and a thrust of immeasurable power, 
but the fish will fight only for its freedom. Though 
called the devilfish, the Atlantic manta is to be 
distinguished from its closest Atlantic relative, the devil 

ray. The manta's 
mouth is at the 

tip of its head while 
the devil ray's mouth 

is located beneath the 
head . 

biological field trips to count the devilfish, and he noted with sadness that 
sport hunting diminished them significantly, or else they had become 
aware of the danger in these waters and gone elsewhere. 

Elliott's experience with a particular devilfish had involved an all-day 
chase with one of the largest he had seen . The ray had finally been drawn 
to the boat and lanced several times and then sunk in a crimson-green sea 
and the crew waited now for the victory. Elliott was drawing the rope in 
slowly and since the wooden handle of the harpoon had broken away 
much like a flying gaff, he wasn 't aware that the fish was so close. He 
lowered his hand into the water to grip the rope for another pull and 
suddenly a cold, vise-like grip closed about his wrist and he was staring in 
horror into the goggle-eyed face of a giant devilfish that had reached out 
with one prehensile horn and seized Elliott's wrist quite like the enor
mously powerful, cold-blooded grip of an anaconda. 

Elliott's words seem to falter as he attempts to describe his feelings. He 
wrote merely that he and his crew knew he was looking death in the face. 
If the ray sounded, he would be carried down like a twig to strangle on the 
floor of Port Royal Sound. The devilfish had long been known for its great 
power in the grip of his horns. Large sailing vessels at anchor in downtown 
Beaufort and elsewhere along the Beaufort River had been observed to 
move suddenly and quite rapidly away with the anchor cable leading the 
craft, sometimes against even the strong tides. There would be shouts 
along the waterfront as boats were set in chase, everyone aware that the 
devilfish had picked up the anchor and was towing the craft awav. 

These thoughts and a thousand others flashed through Elliott's mind 
as he and the devilfish looked at each other for 

what seemed a lifetime. No one moved in 
the boat to help him. No one could. 
The slightest movement could send 

the ray roaring downward in a lather of foam. 
Blood gushed from the ragged wound of the harpoon in the ray's back; 

the several lances impaled near the head and along the backbone sent 
convulsions of agony th rough the animal. Despite his own imminent pe ri I, 
William Elliott suddenly was filled with pity for this great creature whose 
species had never been known to cause intentional harm to man. The grip 
on his wrist and the huge eyes staring up at him seemed to beg for 
supplication from the very hunter who had chased it down and speared its 
life away. 

With agonizing slowness the grip relaxed. The eyes glazed, and with 
bubbling from the gaping mouth, the creature slipped away into the 
crimson sea, leaving Elliott and his crew stunned in the face of death. 

And William Elliott hunted the devilfish no more. 
Written nearly a century and a half ago in Beaufort County waters, 

Elliott's articles have been unmatched by other accounts from hunters of 
the manta ray, even though planters of his generation pursued it in sport 
for some years after Elliott abandoned the sport. His campaign to stop the 
slaughter of these animals probably had a pronounced effect following his 
last experience with them. 

The old-timers in Beaufort County pass down tales of sighting manta 
rays, especially in Port Royal Sound and Broad River. Their colloquial name 
for the ray is "clam cracker," possibly due to the huge mouth of the ray. 

Sightings were common in the thirties and forties in the same spots that 
Elliott found them: around Bay Point, off the mouth of Skull Creek and off 
the northeastern tip of Hilton Head Island, with occasional reports of 
massive black creatures far up the Broad River on into the fifties and 
sixties . 

The manta ray does use Port Royal Sound and Broad River as birthing 
ground. There are several documented accounts of baby mantas caught 
by anglers fishing off the Broad R.iver Bridge. Unfortunately, most of the 
catches are killed by fishermen who believe they've caught some variation 
of a black sting ray, despite the fact that the groove for the stinger is still 
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clearly visible on the top of the fleshy portion of the long tail, but there is 
no stinger there. The protrusion of the small horns around the wide 
mouth also does not appear to deter the demise of the ray. A few are 
brought in for identification, but most are dumped back into the river for 
the sharks. 

In the past two years, near the mouth of the Skull Creek, the manta ray 
has made its presence known by a sudden boiling action of the water as if a 
huge underground spring was suddenly erupting on the surface. This is a 
favorite tactic of the ray when it begins a series of underwater somersaults, 
revolving its tons of weight rapidly over and over. The maneuver is 
unexplained but biologists guess it is connected with a breeding ritual. 

A photographer off the east coast of Florida recently captured the birth t 

of a single manta ray. The mother paused just long enough to give birth ( 
and then glided off into the distance, leaving the baby to settle on a coral 
head with its wings folded over its ri;ick like a World War II Navy Hellcat. 
Over a period of ten minutes, the baby slowly unfolded its wings to a 
width of some18 inches, then wobbled aloft too and slowly fluttered away 
into the hazy blue world. 

Reports indicate that there are more mantas off the central Florida Coast 
than in the estuarine waters of Beaufort County. Spotter planes radio 
reports to fishing boats there when the manta is sighted and they con
verge on the target, not to harm the ray but to entice the retinue of cobia 
out from under the commanding shadow. Cobia enjoy shade and manta 
rays provide it. 

Various publications indicate that the manta ray is in trouble. With the 
decline in shark hunting since the 1940s, when synthetic vitamins became 
available, it is possible that the great rays have fallen prey to the increasing 
population of their foremost natural enemy. The rays have little protection 
from packs of sharks, but the actual culprits may be parasites of various 
forms and pesticide residues. 

Parasites have been blamed generally for the spectacular leaps of the 
manta ray, which have vet)( large gill slits. The rays leap high in the air to 
thunder down in a roar of spray. Some biologists say they do this to 
dislodge parasites and remora that cling tenaciously to the ray's broad 

belly. But this action, which produces such a thunderous sound, may 
be a means of communication during breeding time. 
There is still much to learn about the true life cycle of 

the manta ray and the reason for its declining population. The 
days of hearing this thunder in Port Royal Sound are rare now,and to some 
fishermen this is a welcome silence. It can't be pleasant to see the ocean 
floor suddenly launching into the air hardly a hundred feet from your boat 
and crashing back in a deafening roar of water. If it had landed on your 
boat, not much would be left except splinters and grease spots. 

I've seen the big mantas jumping along the Great North Breakers, 
sometimes turning cartwheels like children playing in a wading pool. 
About five years ago, one was less than 50 feet away while we were trolling 
for mackerel and blues. It seemed to be smiling a very wide grin between 
those horns before it crashed back into a green lather. I wasn't afraid but I 
was glad it kept its distance. Somehow the rays seem to know their 
jumping area is limited to open water and don't aim for boats. 

Devilfish still come to Port Royal Sound in June, July and August, but 
not in the great numbers William Elliott witnessed. When you're fishing on 
a quiet day in the sound, and you hear the roll of thunder somewhere up 
the river, but there's not a cloud in the sky, you can tell your children 
you've heard the devilfish, the vampire of the sea. If you 're very lucky, you 
may see a monstrous black form gliding at your boat just beneath the 
surface. Don't panic; he means you no harm. If he has parasites on the 
inside of his huge horns, he may pick up your anchor rope and move your 
boat rapidly through the water, scratching the horns clean. Then again, he 
may just play an age-old prank and take you on his "sea island sleigh ride, " 
like William Elliott enjoyed back in 1837. 
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After World War II the spinning reel 
boom dealt a felling blow to the 
American bait-casting reel. It took a 
gaudy red reel with the Swedish 
watchmaker's touch to bring 
bait casting back. 

he ~ • 
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The American 

bait-casting reel had 
been ,the unrivaledlfavorite 'of' skilled 

sport anglers since the early 1900s, but 
after World War II the spinning reel was 

ilf;llid\tf4'1'"!rtised with promises of no more 
backlash, remarkable casting distance · 
and the capability of casting ¼-ounce 
and even smaller lures. 

nventional bait-casting reel did 
e so well in competition with the 

new easy-to-use spinning reels. Then, 
·during the early fifties, the Ambas
sadeur reel was introduced by the ABU 
Corporation in Svangsta, Sweden. In 
1952, Gate Borgstrom, then president of 

by Mike Creel 
photographs by Ted Borg 

e corporation, and his son Lennart did 
not expect the response they got. At first 
no American company was willing to 
sponsor an outlandish, red bait-casting 
reel, particularly while tackle merchants 
had mustered all their forces in the 
swing to spinning reels. But the Ambas
sadeur 5000, after waging a war of sheer 
merit, sparked a bait-casting revival 
that's still making new converts. 

Before coming out with their first cast
ing reel in 1941, ABU had made watches, 
mechanical taxi meters and other preci
sion instruments. The factory is situated 
on the banks of the Morrum River, one of 
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While president of the ABU 
Company in Svangsta, Sweden, 

Gote Borgstrom directed the 
creation of the Ambassadeur 

5000 bait-casting reel and made 
it available to the American 

angler. Borgstrom died in 1974 
and left the legacy of quality 

bait-casting reels to his son 
Lennart (left), who is now 
president of ABU-Garcia 

Corporation. 

the finest salmon rivers in the world. 
ABU president Cote Borgstrom's 
greatest hobby was fishing. 

"From the beginning we became quite 
involved with tournament casting, 

which in turn helped 
us tremendously in 
developing reels 
that would cast far 
without a backlash," 
recounted Lennart 
Borgstrom, presi
dent of ABU-Garcia 
Corporation. "About 
1945 we came out 
with the Record 2100, 
the first free spool 
reel with a centrifu
gal brake, which is 
still used extensive
ly by tournament 

casters throughout the world. This tour
nament reel, which had no level wind, 
developed into a more practical fishing 
reel, the Ambassadeur 5000. 

"Ake Murvall was our technical di
rector and the man who actually did the 
design of the Ambassadeur reel ," 
Borgstrom said . "A very keen fisherman 
hjmself, he retired from our company 
two years ago and lives in Svangsta, 
where the plant is located. 

"We chose the name Ambassadeur for 
our new reel because it was a good inter
national name, with a quality ring to it, 
since we were thinking about export 
from the beginning," Borgstrom said. 
"An Ambassadeur is not just anybody; 
he's the head of the diplomatic corps and 
our reel fits the same description. The 
French spelling of Ambassadeur was 
selected because French was the lan
guage of diplomats. The number of the 
reel, 5000, was the next step in the num
bering sequence on our line of reels . 

"Our first Ambassadeur featured a 
super-light spool and the centrifugal 
brake in combination with a mechanical 
brake on the end of the spool shaft," 
Borgstrom said. "At that time it was the 
only free spool reel in the world that had 
a level wind and the only freshwater reel 
with a star drag. 

"I was along in the company at the 
time my father was trying to introduce 
the Ambassadeur and I remember many 
people saying, 'You must be out of your 
mind? A red reel! First of all, you're 50 
percent more expensive! ' When we first 
came to this country, we were 50 percent 
more expensive than well-established 

American-made reels like the Supreme 
and Pres id en t. The Ambassadeur 
doesn' t cost much more today than 
when it was introduced. Can you imag
ine any other products that are selling for 
the same price 30 years later?" 

Between 1952 and 1956, many Ameri
can tackle companies, including the 
Garcia Corporation now marketing the 
Ambassadeur 5000, turned down the 
chance to sponsor it. So Cote Borgstrom 
introduced the new reel on his own 
through Julian Wessler, a small New York 
agent. Wessler picked up a few indepen
dent tackle representatives, particularly 
in the South, and the reels started to sell 
at the fair trade price of $45. There was 
no advertising money to put behind it 
by ABU or its agent. 

"The best advertiser for the product 
was the product itself," Borgstrom said . 
" It spread by word-of-mouth from one 
fisherman to another. Of course, the reel 
was unique compared to everything else 
that was around in those days. It was 
virtually backlash-free and had a tre
mendous quality. Believe me, I have yet 
to meet a single fisherman who has worn 
out an Ambassadeur reel. We've seen 
reels that have laid on the bottom of lakes 
even. And, in some of them, it's been 
just a matter of changing a few parts, 
oiling them up, and they will run again. 

"I think that many of the tackle com
panies who would not sponsor the Am
bassadeur felt that spinning was the 
thing of tomorrow. And who wanted a 
casting reel that was red, big and 
clumsy? And who needs a star drag on a 
freshwater reel anyway?" Borgstrom 
said. "We started selling the reels with a 
very limited distribution in 1953. Our 
first tools were designed to produce 
about 5000 reels a year." 

The red bait-casting reel that nobody 
would sponsor was doing so well in 
America by 1956 that the Southern tackle 
representatives for Garcia were strongly 
urging the company to get the Ambas
sadeur agency. That year Tom Lenk of 
Garcia made a trip to Sweden to attend 
Lennart Borgstrom's wedding. Before 
leaving, Lenk had placed an order for 
10,000 Ambassadeur reels, three times as 
many as ABU had sold in a year. Agree
ing to pay the original agent a three
year commission, Garcia obtained the 
agency to sell Am bassadeur. More than 
10,000 reels were sold the first year. 

Few people can deny that the Ambas
sadeur 5000 is the reel which broke the 
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dark spell that spinning had cast upon 
bait casting. It is the reel which has 
sparked a revival in bait casting. In 1952 
it was ahead of its time in price, castabili
ty and quality. The best of bait-casting 
reels made by every company today 
have followed the example of the Ambas
sadeur, which remains a leader. 

The story of how the bait-casting reel 
returned to popularity today closely par
allels the birth of bait casting some 170 
years ago in Kentucky. Just as watch
makers from Sweden had improved the 
bait-casting reel of the 1940s, several 
watchmakers from Kentucky adapted 
the British multiplying or geared reel for 
a technique that began the bait-casting 
movement. 

The multiplying reel is equipped with 
gears that cause each tum of the handle 
to wrap several revolutions of line on the 
spool. With a single action or single reel, 
one turn of the crank brings in only one 
revolution of line. The original multiply
ing reel was undoubtedly English, but 
specimens of it were brought into 
America. A geared monstrosity to many 
British anglers, it took root among the 
watchmakers of Kentucky and was re
fined during the 1800s into a new style of 
fishing, strictly American. 

George W. Snyder Sr., a silversmith 
and watchmaker of Paris, Kentucky, is 
credited with being the first to make the 
"Kentucky Reel." In 1810, Snyder was 
president of the Bourbon County An
glers Association and made multiplying 
reels for himself and club members, who 
developed a novel angling technique of 
casting live bait directly from a reel. 
Neither Snyder nor his contemporaries 
knew the impact his reel and their new 
method of fishing, called "bait casting," 
was to have on American angling. 

Little is known about Snyder, Ameri
ca's pioneer maker of bait-casting reels, 
except that he was possibly born in 
Germany, moved from Pennsylvania to 
Kentucky in 1803, was president of a 
fishing club in Paris, Kentucky, about 
1810, and made fine silverware, clocks 
and multiplying reels. The book "Sil
versmiths of Kentucky" (1785-1850) by 
Noble W. and Lucy Hiatt records that 
Snyder advertised in the September 1, 
1813, Western Citizen newspaper of Paris, 
announcing that he had opened a watch 
business two doors below the Post Of
fice and further advising the public that 
he wanted to buy old brass. Snyder died 
later that year and was buried in an old 

ANATOMY OF A BAIT-CASTING REEL 
Bait-casting reels have been in America since the early 1800s 

and the basic invention has really changed little. In its simplest 
form, a reel is a frame with gears which drive a spool by means 
of a crank operated by the fisherman. The foot is the part which 
secures the reel to the rod handle. The major improvements 
featured on most modern bait-casting reels are their brakes, 
level winds, anti-backlash devices, free-spool arrangements and 
adjustable drags. The free-spool button, when depressed, 
disengages the spool and lets it revolve during the cast without 
the handle turning. The level-wind mechanism guides and 
res pools the line evenly during the retrieve. 

free spool 
button 

spool cap 
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This brass No. 33 Bluegrass 
bait-casting reel was made from 

1898 to 1916 by Bluegrass Reel 
Works in Louisville, Kentucky. 

When famous reelsmith Ben 
Meek stopped making reels in 

1898, he sold his business to John 
Sutcliffe, Ron Carter and James 

O'Conner, all of Louisville. 
These gentlemen continued the 

manufacture of B. F. Meek reels 
on the original machinery he 

had set up in 1883. The company 
was sold in 1916 to the Horton 

Manufacturing Company of 
Bristol, Connecticut, which con

tinued to use the names Meek 
and Bluegrass with the added, 

"By Horton Manufacturing 
Company, Bristol, Connecticut." 

cemetery on Stoner Avenue in Paris, ac
cording to Mrs. W. H. Whitley, Bourbon 
County historian. 

Following Snyder 's lead, other Ken
tucky jewelers refined the Kentucky 
multiplier into the finest of its kind. 

Benjamin Fleming Meek was not a 
fisherman, but he began making bait
casting reels in 1835 while apprenticing 
in the watchmaking and jewelry busi
ness with his older brother, Jonathan 
Meek, in Frankfort, Kentucky. Ben 
Meek, during an interview for the April 
7, 1985, Louisville Courier Journal , told the 
world how he and his brother made 
their first reel in 1835. 

"My brother and myself were in the 
watch and jewelry business in 

· Frankfort," said Meek. "One day Judge 
Brown, the father of John Mason Brown, 
came in to have a reel repaired. He was a 
great lover of angling and a constant 
seeker after improvements in tackle. He 
was not satisfied with his reel and so 
insisted upon our making one that we 
consented. 

"For making the wheels, a cutting ma
chine was necessary, and there was only 
one cutting machine in Kentucky," Meek 
said . "It was in Danville and had been 
brought over from England. My brother, 
J. F. Meek, who is now dead, went to 
Danville , cut the wheels , and we 
finished with as much care as if it had 
been the finest piece of watch mecha
nism. Judge Brown was delighted. He 
exhibited it to his friends, and requests 
became so persistent that we sent to 
Switzerland for tools, which could not be 
obtained in this country, and I devoted 
myself to reel making, while my brother 
attended to the watch work. My greatest 
demand for reels then came from New 
Orleans, and a number of orders were 
from England." 

Reelmaker Ben Meek closed the doors 
of his little shop in Louisville in 1898 after 
the death of his son and died three years 
later at his daughter's home in 
Frankfort. Meek counted as his most im
portant improvements in the bait
casting reel the introduction of spiral 
gearing and provisions for retaining oil 
without permitting it to gum up the 
works. He was also the first to jewel the 
pivot bearings on a reel to make it 
smoother winding and casting. 

Benjamin Cave Milam, who died in 
1904, had begun as an apprentice to the 
reelmaking Meeks in Frankfort in 1939 
and became a highly respected 



reelsmith, teaching the trade to his son 
John. Milam's reels won the interna
tional first prize at the 1893 World Fair in 
Chicago, the 1898 Fisheries Exposition in 
Bergen, Norway, and the 1904 World's 
Exposition in Paris, France. President 
Grover Cleveland wrote Milam several 
letters of appreciation for the workman
ship of his reels . 

The Kentucky Bluegrass region was 
the fertile crescent of America's first 
bait-casting reels from 1800 to 1900. Early 
reelsmiths like Snyder, Meek and Milam 
were joined in the craft by other watch
makers and jewelers, most from Ken
tucky, such as Theodore Noel of 
Frankfort, J. L. Sage of Lexington, John 
S. Hardman of Louisville, W. H. Talbot of 
Nevada, Missouri. The last Kentucky 
reels were made in the forties by 
Clarence Gayle, who learned the trade 
from his father George. 

"The smallmouth bass fishing in the 
Elkhorn and Kentucky Rivers set the 
stage for the birth of the bait-casting 
reels in Kentucky during the early 
1800s," said Robert W. Keithly, a Louis
ville insurance agent and "Kentucky 
Reel" buff. "Most of their fishing being 
from the bank, these anglers wanted a 
way to get their bait out considerably 
farther than the length of the line and 
pole would allow. Most of the fellows 
who fished with multiplying reels at this 
time were gentlemen from old-line Ken
tucky aristocracy and they weren' t anx
ious to wade out and get their feet wet. 

"During the early 1890s, an outfit in 
Milwaukee was attempting to perfect a 
level wind and they wrote to Ben Meek 
and asked him if he would be willing to 
look at their level wind because they 
couldn' t get the noise out of it," Keithly 
said. "They sent it down to Meek, he 
perfected it and sent thPm the reel and a 
bill for fifty dollars. The company was so 
pleased that they enclosed a little note 
with payment saying, 'For your fine 
work we are sending you sixty dollars 
instead of fifty dollars. ' 

"With these first Kentucky reels, the 
fisherman could do things he hadn't 
been able to before," Keithly said . "The 
multiplying reel afforded them distance 
primarily, and naturally having no level 
winds on the reels, the angler just 
needed an educated thumb. These reels 
held more line, and because of the gear
ing, a fellow could play a fish better than 
with a simple spool reel. You had lever
age on the fish. 

"These reels would last indefinitely. 
They were not flimsy by any stretch of 
the imagination," Keithly said . "Every
thing on them was of quality workman
ship. I've found that a good many of the 
early reels have a screw hole drilled by 
the fisherman through the reel seat to 
attach them permanently to the rod. The 
first rods were made out of wood such as 
oak, hickory, ash and bethabara, ten to 
fourteen feet long and with a simple seat 
of two brass slides. " 

'These pioneer bait casters of the 
Bluegrass State had a continental back
ground and were looking for a sporting 
way to fish but didn' t have the trout and 
salmon which English outdoor writers 
had so highly praised," said George N . 
Reynolds, St. Louis public relations ex
ecutive and reel historian. "So they went 
after the sportiest fish available, not only 
bass but northern pike and muskies, and 
the bait-casting reel gave them that 
sporting edge they needed ." 

By the early 1900s a few bait casters 
began fishing with the hand-carved 
plug which furthered the bait-casting 
art. 

Outdoor magazines like Forest and 
Stream, Sports Afield, Outdoo'r Life and 
Outing spread the news of bait casting to 
the rest of America during that time . 
Some Kentucky bass fishermen had 
been casting minnows from a multiply
ing reel and long rod since 1810, but even 
80 to 90 years later the art of bait casting 
was still new, a curious novelty to most. 

Plug casting was 
born with the fuss 
and sputter of a top
water wooden min
now made in Dowa
giac, Michigan, and 
a much chastised 
group of Midwest
ern bass fishermen 
who preferred cast
ing overhead with 
short rods because 
it gave them greater 
accuracy. 

An avid bee
keeper like his fa
ther Richard, a lov
er of nature and a 
philosopher, James Heddon was stand
ing on the banks of Dowagiac Creek 
about 1898 and, as one version of the 
story goes, waiting for his friend George 
Melvin, operator of the mill just up
stream. Heddon was probably just en-

joying nature - though some stories 
say he was fishing - and noting the ac
tivities of honeybees while he v:aited 
and whittled on a small piece of wood. 
Completing the impromptu wood carv
ing, he tossed his whittling stick out into 
the flow of Dowagiac Creek. Much to his 
amazement. a hass lunged out of the 
water and attempted to swallow the 
small, tapered piece of wood. 

From this encounter between wooden 
plug and gamefish came the invention of 
an artificial minnow - this one armed 
with hooks - considered the first 
wooden casting lure in America, if not 
the world. After many experiments to 
perfect his "Dowagiac" minnow, and 
with the help of his wife and sons, Hed
don transformed the family kitchen into 
a miniature factory which soon outgrew 
the house as sales picked up and became 
James Heddon's Sons Company in 1902. 

The nation's first two wooden 
minnows - Heddon' s "Dowagiac" and 
F.C. Wood's "Expert" - created a dis
turbance that prompted the invention 

The partnership of Jonathan F. 
and Benjamin F. Meek crafted 
this brass reel in Frankfort, Ken
tucky, from 1836 to 1852. The 
screws and holes on the end plate 
are numbered because all the 
threads were cut individually by 
hand, and each screw would fit 
only in its original hole. 
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The new Auto-Spooler Reel 
made by James Heddon's Sons 

was featured in the 1923 Abbey 
and Imbrie catalogue of New 

York. It was described as" a radi
cal departure in self-spooling 

reels." This type of level
winding device, termed a "kite-

winder," never became very 
popular. In principle, its oscillat
ing lever with a line eyelet on the 
end would guide the line evenly 
across the spool like a finger and 
the studded rubber ball would 
prevent line from bunching up 

in the center of the spool. 

of many fishing plugs during the early 
1900s and that shifted the design of rods 
and reels from awkward flinging of live 
minnows, frogs and crawdads to defi
nite casting of man's wooden imitations 
into a small opening in the lily pads. 

The plug casters of the early 1900s 
were looked upon as eccentric in
novators, out of step with the rest, who 
were using either a cane pole or tossing 
live bait side-armed from a heavy nine
foot rod. These bass fishermen and 
tournament casters of the Midwest 
shocked the world with their overhead 
casts, using bait-casting rods three feet 
shorter than the others and those "un
sporting" many-hooked wooden min
nows. The art of plug casting was then a 
curious, misunderstood infant. 

The invention of the first practical, 
manufactured, level-wind mechanism 
on a bait-casting reel launched the 
Shakespeare Company into business 
back in 1898. Company founder William 
Shakespeare Jr. had become dissatisfied 
with his fishing reel. It had one major 
fault. Unless the line was steered care
fully by a thumb as it was wound on the 
reel spool, it bunched up, jamming 
against the framework or backlashed on 
the next cast. 

Shakespeare solved that problem in 

1896 by handcrafting a bait-casting reel 
with a level wind he had designed him
self. He patented his reel that same year 
and set it up for manufacturing in 1897, 
forming the Shakespeare Company. The 
new level wind had worked so well on 
Shakespeare's first reel that his friends 
and other anglers who saw it demon
strated wanted one just like it. "Built 
Like A Fine Watch" became the com
pany's motto. 

The original level-wind system pat
ented by Shakespeare in 1896 utilized 
two parallel, threaded screws with a car
riage block traveling back and forth be
tween them. This double-screw level 
wind was made for years but never be
came as efficient as the improved single 
screw level wind with double-cut 
threads . 

The Shakespeare Company's most 
famous bait-casting reel was probably 
the Marhoff, first appearing in the 1909 
catalog and made through 1965. De
signed and produced originally by Wal
ter E. Marhoff of Kalamazoo, Michigan, 
this reel featured the single screw level 
wind that is standard on all bait-casting 
reels today. Marhoff is credited with the 
development of the first machine to cut 
the double-threaded, single screw for a 
level-wind carriage . 

Though many kinds of level-winding 
devices have been tried on bait-casting 
reels, the most successful overall has 
been the one that travels back and forth 
across the spool on a single, double
threaded screw. This is the level-wind 
pattern used on all popular bait-casting 
reels today. A.J. McClane, angling au
thority and editor of the "Fishing Ency
clopedia," credits the Wisconsin firm of 
Wheeler and McGregor with the first 
production of a level wind of this type. 

The Wheeler and McGregor Reel 
Company of Milwaukee, pioneers of the 
level-winding bait-casting reel, were in 
business only from 1895 to 1911. Nelson 
H . McGregor had designed and pat
ented two level-winding reels in 1894 
and assigned half-rights to his partner, 
Cornelius Wheeler. First featured on the 
$15 Milwaukee Quadruple Multiplying 
Reel with "perfect automatic spooling 
device," this level-wind mechanism was 
an eyelet line guide which traveled on a 
single double-threaded "eternity" screw 
back and forth across a German-silver 
spool laying the line evenly as it went. 
This level-winding reel seems to be the 
same one that famous Kentucky 



reelsmith Ben Meek helped to perfect. 
The development of the bait-casting 

reel in the United States was linked to 
the way Americans fished, the waters 
they had and the fish they caught. 
Heavier lures and lines were needed to 
angle successfully for the black bass in 
his favorite snag-infested haunts. 

The traditional bait-casting reel con
tinues to fight for increased popularity 
among the nation's fishermen. Based on 
1978 fishing tackle sales, the bait caster 
accounted for 15 percent of total reel 
sales, ranking behind spinning and 
spincast reels which attracted a 33 per
cent chunk of sales. Significantly, the 
bait-casting reel has held firm in the 
number three sales slot for the past eight 
years, without losing ground even with 
the currently booming popularity of 
miniature spinning and spincast reels . 

Fishing editor Homer Circle in the 
September 1970 Sports Afield gave bait 
casting his unqualified endorsement, 
saying "If I were limited to but one 
method of fishing for all species of fish, it 
would have to be bait casting! 

"I know from experience that the bait
casting outfit will take more abuse with 
out malfunctioning, handle a heavier line 
such as 20-pound-test monofilament on 
the smallest size reel and enable me to 
put lures in places that I couldn't reach 
with spinning or spincasting. 

"Today's bait-casting reels with free
spool devices are far easier to use than 
the old heavy-spooled backlash ma
chines of yesteryear," Circle says, "but let 
no one kid you, they can be backlashed if 
not properly adjusted and skillfully han
dled. As I see it, bait casting is the ulti
mate skill ." 

Where is the bait-casting reel headed? 
Reels are becoming lighter and spools 
narrower. Several reels now feature the 
eyelet line guide on their level-wind 
mechanism, an innovation dating to the 
1800s, and others are disconnecting the 
level-wind gears during the cast, 
another "fresh idea" going back past 
1920. 

Now the American bait-casting reel 
has regained its rightful place on the an
gler 's rod . This reel has proved itself by 
test the best for catching heavyweight 
bass in our nation's snaggy reservoirs . It 
is a reel of unsurpassable accuracy in 
skilled hands, a reel that's a challenge to 
master, but a reel modern engineering 
has made easier for the beginner to un
derstand. 

Nelson H. McGregor patented 
this unique bait-casting reel and 
its single screw level-winding 
device in 1894 and granted half
rights to his partner, Cornelius 
Wheeler. The Wheeler and 
McGregor Reel Company of 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, made 
this and similar reels from 1895 
to 1911. The single double
threaded eternity screw on their 
level-wind mechanism is con
sidered the first and is a common 
part of all modern bait-casting 
reels. Kentucky reelsmith Ben 
Meek helped the two partners to 
work some bugs out of their 
level wind in 1894. 
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Covered brid8es once linked communities, counties and states . ./2!ost have.fol/en 
to ne8lect, vandals and_pro8ress. 'Ibose which remain are :rans to our_past.' 

In recent years, the relentless pace of change has 
sparked a renewed interest in the slower and simpler 
ways of the past Few things serve to kindle this nostal
gic spirit better than a quiet walk through an old 
covered bridge. 

Alone, the mood of a century ago emanates from the 
dark tunnel 

A team and wagon appear in the distance as a rural 
family makes its way to church on a tranquil Sunday 
morning in July The dusty mad muffles the sound of 
the horses ' hooves, but, with each striking, a little cloud 
of dust springs up and hangs in the air to give evidence 
of the team's passage. 

Those in the wagon slowly come into focus . The 
father intent, elbows on knees, hands gripping reins, as 
the mother in sunbonnet pleads with restless children 

Suddenly the muffled plodding of the team explodes 
into a loud clop-clop-clop-clop as the wagon enters the 
bridge, wheels rattling across the wooden planks Echo
ing walls and roof tum the peaceful c:ountryside into a 
virtual battleground of sound, until, just as suddenlY, 
the bridge once again becomes quiet as the wagon exits 
and continues on its way . 

A boy can be seen fishing in the cool shadow of the 
bridge, passing a l~ng, lazy summer afternoon, while 

only an occasional horsefly buzzes by to break the 
silence, and the sweet smell of honeysuckle saturates the 
heavy air 

A courting couple, heading homeward after a lei
surely Sunday afternoon buggy ride, pause to sneak a 
kiss in the secluded semi-darkness of the bridge. 

A solitary traveler on horseback dismounts, his horse 
panting from a frantic dash to reach the shelter of the 
bridge before the sudden onslaught of an August thun
derstorm. 

Covered bridges have become an American land
mark, and once existed in 42 of the 50 states. The 
covered bridge is probably most often associated with 
the quaintness of the New England countryside, but the 
South, including South Carolina, was once dotted with 
many covered bridges. 

Although estimates vary, the Palmetto State is be
lieved to have had at least 20 covered bridges; the actual 
total, however, was possibly much higher One long
time resident of Pickens County can recall 12 covered 
bridges in the county alone, and some residents of 
Greenville County can recall bridges of which there is 
no known record. 

The state capital, Columbia, once had a covered 
bridge. It spanned the Broad Riveron what is now U S 

Campbell's Bridge 
on Pleasant Hill 
Road near 
Cowensville in 
Greenville 
County: This 40-
foot span built in 
1909 crosses 
Beaver Dam 
Creek and is our 
only covered 
bridge still open 
to vehicular 
traffic. 
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I TUGALOD RIVER l 
Prather's Bridge 
joining Oconee County 
and Stephens County, 
Georgia: On April 8 of this 

._ past year , fire destroyed 

~

t this structure which was 
one of five such bridges 
which linked two states. 

76 and was in use until destroyed by fire in 1925. 
Most of South Carolina 's covered bridges were 

above the fall line in the Piedmont and Mountain 
regions. In these areas, streams are fast flowing with 
steep banks, and the steeper banks provided better 
footing for abutments, while in the lower regions, 
pile and trestle bridges were better suited to the terrain . 

There are only three covered bridges remaining in 
South Carolina. Covered bridges once numbered in the 
thousands nationallY, but most listings place today 's 
number at 1,000 or less and still dwindling 

Abundance of legend has always sunounded the 
covered bridge, and there are many theories concerning 
why they were covered Actually the covered bridge 
arose from a pioneer sense of practicality In the early 
part of the 19th century; the rapidly expanding United 
States needed bridges that were inexpensive and easy to 
build. The nation possessed a combination of skilled 
craftsmen and plentiful timber, so the wooden bridge 
was the logical choice. 

The first bridges were simple log and plank 
structures, but as the need for longer and stronger spans 
arose, ingenious craftsmen began to devise truss and 
arch systems which would allow sturdy spans hundreds 
of feet long. Herein lies the secret of the cover 

Some of these truss systems were complicated and 
required fine lumber Since treated lumber was not 
known to the early builders, the bridges were covered 
to protect the structural truss timbers from the elements 
and thus prolong the life of the bridge All other reasons 
for the cover were just incidental "fringe benefits " 

It did help to keep ice and snow off the bridge, but 
this was not always an advantage In the North, sleds 
were used almost exclusively in winter; the floors of the 
bridges had to be paved with snow to make the passage 
of the sleds possible But while horses and livestock 
would shy at crossing an open bridge, they usually 
would not hesitate to enter a covered bridge, perhaps 
because it had the appearance of a barn The covered 
bridge aso afforded the traveler a place of shelter in a 
sudden rain or a place to estape temporarily the heat of a 
summer sun. But the fact that some of the structures still 
stand, as sturdy as the day they were built, is lasting 
testimony to their covers. 

The three that have survived in South Carolina are 
Long Cane Bridge near Troy in McCormick CountY, 
Campbell's Bridge near Cowensville in northern 
Greenville County; and Lower Gassaway Bridge near 
Liberty in Pickens County 

Until April 8, 1978, South Carolina also claimed a 
share in another covered bridge. Prather 's Bridge con
nected Oconee County with Stephens CountY, Geor
gia, across the Tugaloo River, but fell victim to fire of 

undetermined origin last April. It was one of five cov
ered bridges remaining which connected two states and 
the third in a series of wooden bridges to be built at the 
site by the Prather family of Toccoa, Georgia 

The first Prather's Bridge was an open structure built 
by slave labor in 1804. James Wallace Prather, a wealthy 
farmer who owned 1,000 acres of rich bottom land on 
the Georgia side of the Tugaloo, built the bridge to 
provide him and his neighbors on both sides easy access 
from one side to the other Prior to its construction, a 
ferry had been the only means of crossing. 

The original Prather 's Bridge served the Tugaloo 
Valley until the Civil War Since it was the only link 

~-hll.J. ,,,,L. ,1,.u~ 

across the river for miles, area residents feared it might 
be burned by Union troops and organized a patrol to 
protect the bridge However, when Sherman marched 
through the area in 1863, the Confederates burned the 
bridge themselves in hopes of slowing his advance 

Records indicate that the first true covered bridge in 
America was completed over the Schuylkill River at 
Philadelphia in 1805, a year after the first bridge over the 
Tugaloo was finished . The idea of covering bridges had 
just been conceived at that time. 

After the war, the Prather family rebuilt the bridge in 
the same location, and this time it had a cover This 
second bridge stood until 1918, when it was swept away 
by a flood. The third and final structure was completed 
in 1920 and used until 1966 when a new concrete bridge 
was built upstream. 

When the waters from the new Hartwell Dam began 
to back up in the early 1960s, the roadbeds leading to 
the bridge occasionally became submerged, so plans 
were made to build an elevated roadbed and replace the 
old bridge with a new structure. However, area resi
dents angrily protested and the bridge was spared and 
even restored. 
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In its last years, Prather 's Bridge was open to those on 
foot or horseback It was maintained jointly by the 
Georgia and South Carolina Highway Departments 
and placed on the National Register of Historic Places 
in 1970. 

Prather 's was probably South Carolina 's most well
known covered bridge, a favorite subject for artists and 
photographers. 

Overlooking the site of Prather 's Bridge is the colo
nial home of the Prathers, known as "Riverside " It was 
built in the 1850s by James Wallace Prather and his son, 
Joseph J Prather It is now occupied by Joseph T 
Prather, great-grandson of the original Prather and son 
of James Devereaux Prather, who built the last in the 
series of bridges 

Riverside is so situated that residents could stand on 
the wide front porch and look straight through the 
bridge into South Carolina. 

After the burning of the third Prather 's Bridge, 
there were hopes that it could be rebuilt But one 
estimate placed the cost at a quarter of a million dollars, 
and although many believe this estimate to be much too 
high, it is agreed that reconstruction of the bridge 
would be a major undertaking. 

Several miles down the Tugaloo River from Prather 's 
Bridge was another covered bridge known as Knox 
Bridge Knox Bridge began to deteriorate after a new 
bridge was built nearby in the late 1940s, and, in the 
1950s, officials of what was then Clemson College • 
expressed an interest in moving the bridge to their 
campus. The bridge, however, fell victim to fire before 
these plans could be realized 

Another famo us South Carolina covered bridge to go 
down in Aames was C hapman 's Bridge over the Keowee 
River on the Pickens-Oconee ~ounty line. 

C hapman 's was built in 1924 and served residents of 
the Jocassee Valley area for 46 years. However, when 
Duke Power Company dammed the Keowee as part of 
its vast Keowee-Toxaway project in the late 1960s, the 
bridge was fated to be inundated by the waters of what 
is no~ Lake Keowee. 

Fortunatef Y, interest in the preservation of old bridges 
had begun to spread in the 1960s, and plans were made 
to di smantle C hapman 's Bridge and store it until it could 
be rebuilt in a state park, which was then being de
veloped on the shore of the lake in Pickens County 

So in 1970 the bridge was reconstructed as the main 
attraction in the new Keowee-Toxaway State Park. It 
stood unti(June 1974, when it was destroyed by fire after 
several young boys left a campfire unattended on its 
Aoor 

The decade of the 1950s marked the loss of most 
covered bridges in South Carolina. Many bridges that 

had avoided fire and Aood for years were tom down as 
new steel and concrete bridges were built nearby 

Among these were Earl 's Bridge and Easley Bridge 
over the Saluda River between Pickens and Greenville 
Counties, Upper Gassaway Bridge over the Twelve 
Mile River in Pickens CountY, Nash 's Mill Bridge in 
Greenville CountY, Hammett Bridge over the Enoree 
River between Greenville and Spartanburg Counties, 
and Allen 's Bridge over the Enoree River between Lau
rens and Spartanburg Counties 

The early 1960s saw only five bridges remaining in 
the state, and in 1964 the General AssemblY, recogniz
ing the need to preserve the remaining structures, 
passed a law authorizing the state highway department 
to maintain and preserve the three bridges in the state 
road system 

The law covered Prather 's, Chapman 's and Long 
Cane, but not Lower Gassaway and Campbell 's, as the 
latter two were in the county road systems of Pickens 
and Greenville counties, respectively 

In February 1978, when Chapman 's was burned, and 
only two months before Prather 's was destroyed, the 
General Assembly amended the 1964 act to substitute 
Lower Gassaway Bridge for Chapman 's to receive care 
by the highway department As a result, Long Cane 
and Gassaway are now under the care of the state, ' 
while Campbell 's is still being maintained 
by Greenville County 

Of the three bridges which remain, Long Cane 
Bridge is the longest, oldest and probably the most 
accessible. It is about four miles from Troy in McCor
mick County and is contained within the boundaries of 
Sumter Natio nal Forest 

Long Cane was built in 1892 by a prosperous 
McCormick County farmer named John E Bradley 
The 168-foot span crosses Long Cane Creek, and it was 
o n this creek near the bridge that Bradley built a water
powered mill to grind com and gin cotton; hence the 
bridge's other name, Bradley Mill Bridge. 

A dam on the creek formed a mill pond which 
provided water fo r the mill. The mill pond was also the 
favorite swimming hole for young boys in the commu
nitY, and it was on one summer afternoon in 1914 that 
excited boys sprang from the pond and raced toward 
the bridge The object of their excitement was a bright 
red "carriage "-minus a horse-that popped, smoked 
and sputtered its way down the hill and through the 
bridge. The youngsters, wide-eyed with astonishment, 
had just seen their first automobile. 

Long Cane Bridge 's swayback was caused by ar
mored tanks crossing the bridge on maneuvers in 1941. 
Due to the sag caused by the tanks, the bridge was later 
reinforced with log pilings 
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Long Cane Bridge 
near Troy in 
McCormick County: 
Built in 189'.2 over Long 

Cane Creek, the 16 8-
foot span is our 

state's longest, 
oldest and 

most accessible 
vered bridge 
as added to the 
al Register of 

Places in 1977. 

A new steel bridge was completed adjacent to the 
Long Cane Bridge in 1961, and in 1964 the old covered 
bridge was closed to traffic Since that time, it has been 
well maintained by the McCormick County division of 
the highway department 

Long Cane Bridge was added to the National Register 
of Historic Places in 1977. 

Campbell 's Bridge, with a length of only 40 feet, is 
the shortest of the three remaining bridges and the only 
one that is still open to vehicular traffic It is located off 
Pleasant Hill Road south of Cowensville in Greenville 
County and spans a picturesque foothills stream known 
as Beaver Dam Creek. 

C L Willis built Campbell 's Bridge in 1909 to replace 
an old wooden frame bridge over the creek. The bridge 
got its name from Faith Campbell, who owned much of 
the land surrounding the bridge 

G. F Sudduth, a resident of the area since the tum of 
the centu!Y,' remembers when the bridge was built His 
father, James M Sudduth, ran a sawmill nearby and cut 
the heart pine timbers that were used in the construc
tion of the bridge Sudduth also recalls going down to 
the creek as a boy to watch the crew work on the bridge 
and visiting the workers in the large tent which served as 
their home during the construction. 

Campbell 's Bridge was bypassed in the early 1960s 
when a new bridge was built downstream, · but was 
preserved through the efforts of the Crescent Garden 
Club with the cooperation of Greenville County 
Supervisor John Ashmore. It has since been maintained 
by the supervisor 's office. 

Lower Gassaway Bridge, the last of the three remain
ing covered bridges in South Carolina, has been aban
doned since it was bypassed in the late 1950s. It crosses 

"' the Twelve Mile River about four miles northwest of 
Liberty in Pickens County and is located on an aban
doned road off Secondary Road 137 between Liberty 
and Six Mile. 

It was one of a pair of covered bridges across the 
Twelve Mile River named for the Gassaway familY, 
which owned much of the land along the river About 
two miles upriver from the site of the present bridge, the 
old concrete and stone abutments of the old Upper 
Gassaway Bridge can still be seen. The upper bridge was 
tom down in the 1950s. 

The present Lower Gassaway Bridge was built about 
1905 and is the third bridge built at the site. The first 
two, which were open-frame structures, were washed 
away by the frequent flooding of the river 

Ernest Stansell, an 85-year-old resident of the area, 
was about 12 when the present bridge was built and has 
many pleasant and a few unpleasant memories of the 
bridge as it was in his youth 

"I used to go over across the river courtin ' around, " 
he mused, sitting on his porch on a warm winter 
afternoon. "I had to come back through the bridge 
when it was dark, so I would open my knife and go 
through with my knife open because I was scared 
somebody would jump out and grab me. " 

Somehow, the Lower Gassaway Bridge has missed 
out on the attention that has been afforded the other 
covered bridges in the state in the past 15 years. 

The road which once led to the bridge has grown up 
and is barely recognizable, and the bridge itself has been 
allowed to deteriorate until it is on the verge of collap
sing into the river Vandals have long since stripped the 
bridge of its sideboards, and pieces of the tin roofing 
have been blown away 

As a result, many of the bridge 's main structural 
timbers have decayed to the point where the only 
things holding the structure together are the iron rods 
used in the trusswork. 

Several efforts to save the bridge have been initiated 
in recent years, but these efforts have been hampered 
because the old road into the bridge is privately owned 

However, if the bridge can hold on a little longer, 
help is on the way As mentioned earlier, the 1964 
maintenance act was amended in February 1978 to 
include Gassaway Bridge And, according to J R 
Lands, resident maintenance engineer for the Pickens 
County highway department, plans are in the works for 
restoration of the bridge 

The problem of getting into the bridge still remains. 
"We are responsible for maintenance and restoration, 
but we can 't get any equipment in there to work on the 
bridge because we have no access to it as of now, "Lands 
said in late January "We are negotiating with the land
owners for right-of-way into the bridge, and we plan to 
do some restoration as soon as we can get in there. " 

The portion of the abandoned road leading into the 
bridge from the southeast side has since been placed in 
the state road system pending acquisition of a right-of
way With the cooperation of the landowners involved, 
these long overdue plans to save old Gassaway Bridge 
may be put into motion before it is too late. 

The nostalgia "craze " is no longer a craze; for manY, 
being able to relate to the past has become a necessary 
part of coping with the present and nothing tugs harder 
at, no,ralgic hct th. an a s_low, quiet walk through a 
covered bridge. -· _ ~-
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IN LATE APRIL OR MAY, 
a variety of vehicles carrying passengers and gear 
parade up and down South Carolina's highways. 

Cadillacs and pickups bristle with cane poles. 
Trailered cabin cruisers, pontoon boats, ski boats, 
bass boats, runabouts, jonboats and homemade 
crafts sport bundles of cane. Each is headed toward 
some spot in the shallows of a pond, lake or river. 

Each remembers the image of finned shadows 
suspended over light sand, sweeping ripples onto 
the shallow water. In every cane-bedecked vehicle 
are visions of small corks trembling, then disappear
ing. All hope for the thrill of water cut in sizzling 
zigzag as line pulls taut against limber cane. These 
scenes are exchanged in conversation until everyone 
becomes euphoric with anticipation. 

It is the bream fisherman's season. Bream beds, 
cane poles and tin cans full of worms or crickets are a 
part of all legends about barefoot boys. But the zest of 
a limber cane, some live bait and an unfished bream . 
bed is an ageless feeling that can't be outgrown. 

1 Shellcracker 
2 Redbreast 

3 Pumpkinseed 

Flier 4 

Bluegill 5 

Warmouth 6 

by John Davis and Mac Watson 
illustrations by Randall McKissick 

FAVORITE S 
When dogwoods bloom, the zest of a 
limber cane, some live bait and an 
unfished bream bed affects every 
angler's priorities. More sunfish are 
caught in America than all other 
freshwater gamefish, but many anglers 
don't know their shellcrackers from their 

stump knockers. 

s 
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Bluegill: average size caught, ½ pound; 
state record, 3 pounds, 4 ounces. 

In a letter written during the British 
occupation of Revolutionary South 
Carolina, Lord Charles Cornwallis said, 
"The bream here are large, fat and 
toothsome. South Carolina is worth 
capturing for her bream alone." 

Cornwallis, like the Southern 
colonists he sought to subdue, 
mistakenly identified members of 
America's sunfish family as a bronze or 
silver bream, which were common 
throughout northern Europe. Though 
there are physical similarities, the 
European bream are members of the 
minnow family, like carp. The misno
mer "bream" was thus applied to all 
America's flat-bodied sunfish except 
the white and black crappies. 

Fossil records indicate that sunfish 
probably originated about 60 million 
years ago after the dinosaur's disap
pearance. Thirty freshwater species, 
including the tackle-popping black 
bass clan and the inch-long pigmy 
sunfishes, make up the sunfish group. 
With the exception of the Sacramento 
perch, all are native to waters east of the 
Rockies . With the same exception, all 
either build nests from plant materials 
or fan out shallow bowl-like depres
sions. When spawning occurs, the 
males stand guard over the fry. 

This instinctive caring for the new 
members insures a highly successful 
proliferation of the family. The sunfish's 
population, its readiness to strike bait 
or artificial lure, its scrappy disposition 
when hooked and its sweet flavor on 
the tongue cause more sunfish to be 
taken in the United States than all other 
freshwater gamefish. 

The black bass are well known within 
the state. The same holds true for the 
crappies. But the bream group is 
usually lumped together. 
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Bluegill 
The leader in the bream angler 's 

popularity poll is always the bluegill 
bream. Spawning habits and an equal 
preference for lake, stream or pond 
make this bream most accessible to 
fishermen throughout the state. More 
than any other sunfish, the bluegill 
varies in body color, ranging from 
yellow to dark blue. Six to eight vertical, 
irregular bars along the sides and a 
broad, black gill flap with no trim 
margin distinguish the adult fish. The 
characteristic bluish-black flap on the 
gill cover is the bluegill's trademark. 

When water temperatures reach 70 to 
80 degrees in late April or May, bluegill 
spawning activity begins. Spawning 
continues through the summer and into. 
September. If food is plentiful, the same 
fish may spawn every 30 to 45 days. 

Not all females become ripe at the 
same time. Size of the fish and her 
condition determine the maturation 
period of the eggs. A single female may 
deposit batches of eggs over a period of 
a week or two in one or more nests . 
This long spawning season assures 
successful reproduction. 

To the fisherman, the bluegill's most 
endearing trait is its habit of nesting in 
colonies. These tightly knit nests are 
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called beds. During the peak of spawn
ing, bluegill beds may be smelled 
by fishermen . This odor is attributed to 
a hormone secreted by the male during 
fertilization of the eggs . 

Male bluegills seek a sandy or grav
elly bottom in one half to four feet of 
water. If suitable spawning sites are not 
available in the shallows, the males may 
select sites at depths of 10 to 12 feet. 

Shallow sandy areas near weed beds 
are among the best places to look for 
bluegill beds. Beds appear as light spots 
and may cover an area of 25 to 30 feet in 
diameter with hundreds of nests. 

The male clears away debris and 
loose silt or pebbles with his tail until a 
circular nest of two to six inches deep 
and one to two feet in diameter is 
formed . The male then courts a female 
and attracts her to the nest. As the eggs 
are laid, the male fertilizes them 
externally, then drives the female away. 
The male stays to protect the eggs from 
other fish and keep them free of 
sediment and debris. Within two to five 
days the eggs hatch and the male 
bluegill continues to guard the fry. 

During the entire spawning and 
incubation period, the male bluegill 
does not eat. Within a few days after the 
fry hatch, the male leaves the nest site 
and, without his protection, the young 
bluegills quickly learn to seek the shel
ter of the weed beds. They are now 
tempting meals even for their parents . 

Bluegills prefer quiet, weedy waters 
where they can hide and feed. During 
the day, the smaller fish are under 
overhanging limbs or under docks and 
logs along the shore. The larger fish 
prefer nearby deeper waters during the 
day but move into the shallows to feed 
in the morning and evening. 

When animal life is scarce, bluegills 
will eat plant matter. But insects in 
the larval, pupal, nymph and adult 
stages make up the preferred diet. They 
also consume small crustaceans and 
other fish . 

Earthworms, grasshoppers, crickets, 
cockroaches, catalpa worms, meal 
worms, grubs and maggots are the 
bluegill angler's favorite baits. Bluegills 
will also hit a small spinner, popper or 
artificial fly. Fly fishing can be 
particularly effective when mayflies 
hatch in late May and early June. 

Redbreast 
June is usually the peak spawning 

month for the redbreast or long-eared 
sunfish, a close second in popularity to 
the bluegill. For those angling disciples 
of blackwater river fishing, the red
breast is the number one freshwater 
gamefish. 

While the redbreast has the short 
deep body typical of most sunfish, there 
are several distinguishing characteris
tics . Its back is usually olive while the 
sides are bronze with red spots. The 
belly is bright orange or red and the 
head is marked with several bluish 
stripes from the mouth and eye back to 
the gill edge. The gill flap is long and 
black and has no border trim. 

Although the redbreast is especially 
abundant in the lower coastal plain, it is 
found in almost every watershed in the 
state . In the piedmont streams, the 
redbreast shares the same water as the 
bluegill, while the warmouth and redfin 
pickerel are its closest rivals in the 
coastal streams. 

In early spring, redbreasts begin 
moving to their spawning areas. Most 
migrate upstream and journeys of 10 
miles are not uncommon. Migration is 
probably triggered by high-water levels 
due to spring rains. 

Like the bluegill, the male redbreast 
selects and prepares the spawning site. 
Nest sites are usually one to four feet 
deep in quiet water over a hard sand or 
gravel bottom. Most are built away from 
overhanging limbs or trees, but near 
submerged objects . The shallow 
depression is swept in the sand by 
vigorous fanning movements of the 
male's tail. The nest diameter is about 
twice the length of the fish that built it. 

Although redbreasts nest in colonies, 
individual males will not tolerate crowd
ing and the nests are more scattered 
than those of bluegills. Nests in swift 
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Redbreast: average size caught, ½ pound; 
state record, 2 pounds. 

water are widely scattered and are 
usually in the eddies of stumps or 

boulders to allow the adult fish to stay 
in the nest without effort. 

Actual spawning occurs when water 
temperatures reach 72 degrees and 
peaks at 80 to 86 degrees . The male 
sometimes attempts to drive away the 
egg-laden female , but her determina
tion to spawn prevails. After she 
enters the nest, the two fish spawn 
by circling slowly side by side, 
depositing and fertilizing the eggs. 

After spawning, the female leaves 
and the male guards against other fish . 
He fans the nest with his pectoral fins to 
keep silt from settling and suffocating 
the eggs. He sucks gravel and sand 

through the mouth and forces it 
through the gills to clean the site. But 
the male's care for the young is 
shortlived . 

Young redbreast stay in schools for a 
year. Their growth rate is relatively slow 
when compared to other sunfish. They 
reach sexual maturity in two to three 
years at about three to five inches in 
length. 

Insects, small fish, snails and small 
clams are the main organisms in the 
adult redbreast's diet. Adult and larval 
flies , mosquitoes, caddis flies, beetles 
and mayflies are the preferred foods. 

The cane pole, with catalpa worms, 
crickets, earthworms and wasp or 
yellow-jacket grubs as bait, is the most 
common tool for redbreast fishing, but 
spinning tackle and flyrods are also 
effective . 

In autumn, redbreast can be fished 
when located in stumpy shallows or 
deep holes. Anchoring above such an 
area and letting the current take the bait 
or lure downstream where swift and 
quiet water meet is a method used 
successfully by many anglers . 
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Shell cracker 
The redear sunfish, known as 

"shellcracker" in South Carolina, is a 
highly prized panfish in the state's 
ponds and reservoirs . The reddish
orange margin of the fish's gill flap 
lobe and its diet of shelled animals 
give it both its names. Well-developed 
grinding teeth in the shellcracker's 
throat enable it to crush small shelled 
animals such as snails and clams. 

Shellcrackers and bluegills have been 
introduced into the state's farm ponds. 
The fish reproduces less frequently than 
the bluegill and is not likely to cause an 
overpopulation of stunted fish. Shell
crackers spawn several weeks earlier 
than bluegills, usually between May 1 
and May 20 in South Carolina. The 
spawning period is usually the only 
time shellcrackers are taken in heavy 
numbers by fishermen . 

Spawning occurs sparingly during 
the hot summer months but will resume 
in one more heavy spawn sometime 
between September and early winter. 
Knowledgeable fishermen will again 
have good catches at this time. 

Like the other sunfishes, the male 
selects and prepares the nest site . Nests 
are placed in beds like the bluegill, but 
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these are usually found at depths of six 
feet or more . Males protect the nest and 
will stay with the fry for several days. 
After spawning, the fish seek deeper 
water. 

Shellcrackers prefer small ponds, 
lakes, reservoirs and slow-moving 
rivers with clear pollution-free waters. 
A definite preference is shown for 
congregating around stumps, roots, 
logs and other submerged objects. But 
the fish will frequent open water too as 
it requires less vegetation and cover 
than other panfishes . 

The shellcracker is less susceptible to 
artificial lures than other sunfish. 
During the non-spawning season, 
fishing deep with live grubs, catalpa 
worms, shrimp or crayfish can be 
productive, but earthworms are the 
most successful year-round. 

• 

Shel/cracker: average size caught,½ pound; 
state record, 3 pounds, 7 ounces. 

Pumpkinseed: average size caught, 1/3 pound; 
no state record category. 

Pumpkinseed 
Another popular sunfish in South 

Carolina waters is the pumpkinseed. 
This fish is distinq uished by its dark 
blue gill flaps with red borders, a cop
perbrown back and yellow or orange 
breast with light blue stripes and 
orange spots. 

The pumpkinseed's habit of staying 
close. to shore throughout most of the 
year makes it a good target for young 
anglers . Lakes, ponds and slow-moving 
rivers with soft bottoms and sunken 
vegetation are its favored habitat. Weed 
patches, docks, stumps and logs are the 
usual sites for this small sunfish which 
does not like open water. 

Spawning occurs at the same time 
and in the same way as that of the 
bluegill . Pumpkinseed favor extremely 
shallow waters and nests are usually 
spaced one to two feet apart around the 
shoreline. While the young may grow 
to about three inches during their first 
year, the pumpkinseed is very fertile 
and becomes stunted in small waters. 

The pumpkinseed is also fished for in 
the same way with the same bait as the 
bluegill . The pumpkinseed will hit 
almost any small fly, popper or spinner, 
but a six- or seven-inch fish is the most 
an angler can expect. 

Pumpkinseeds, bluegills, redbreasts, 
shellcrackers and warmouth sunfish 
sometimes interbreed because of their 
overlapping habitats and spawning 
seasons. 
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Warmouth 
The large mouth and head and thick 

stocky body make the warmouth 
sunfish appear to be a cross between 
the largemouth bass and the bluegill. 
Warmouth have a brownish-purple cast 
on the body with mottled markings on 
the back and sides. The mouth extends 
beyond the fish's reddish eye and there 
is no gill flap lobe. 

The male warmouth selects the 
spawning site and prepares the bed like 
other sunfishes, but he is more solitary. 
Nests are scattered several feet apart 
throughout a weedy or stumpy area. 

The stumps, dense weeds and soft 
bottoms of our coastal plain, swamps 
and ponds are ideal warmouth habitat. 
Its preference for stumps has led to the 
local name "stumpknocker. " 

In late April or early May, the male 
warmouth begins fanning its nest in 
one half to five feet of water near some 
protective object. Like the bluegill, the 
male stays in the nest after the eggs are 
deposited to protect them from 
predators. But the male does not guard 
his fry and may feed on the young 
immediately after they are hatched. 

A tolerance for muddy waters can 
give the fish a muddy flavor, but when 
taken from waters that are not stagnant, 
the warmouth provides a tasty meal. 

Despite his small size, the warmouth 
is a vicious predator and will often 
attack artificial lures or minnows larger 
than himself. Small minnows, crayfish 
and earthworms are the most popular 
baits. Light spinning tackle with a 
spinner and fly or grub combination 
also provides good action from the 
warmouth. Many warmouth anglers 
believe the fish feed heavier in the 
morning hours. Most warmouths are 
taken while fishing for other sunfish. 

Warmouth : average size caught, ¼ pound; 
state record, 2 pounds, 3 ounces. 
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Flier: average size caught, ¼ pound; 
no state record category. 

Flier 
Like the warmouth, the flier bream is 

usually taken by accident. And like the 
warmouth, the flier appears to be a 
crossbreed. Its short body and speckled 
sides somewhat resemble crappies, but 
the flier is green- or yellow-green with 
lateral brown spots. 

Lowland streams and swamps, often 
with highly acid waters, are the flier's 
usual habitats. Shallow brushy or 
weedy areas similar to those chosen by 
the bluegill are the flier's favorite cover. 

Though little is known about its 
spawning habits, the flier is believed to 
travel in schools like the bluegill and 
probably shares a similar instinct in the 
preparation and methods of spawning. 
Spawning takes place in late spring. 

Insect larvae, such as mosquitoes and 
other small organisms, are the flier 
bream's favorite foods . Fliers' will take 
just about any natural bait or small 
artificial lure. Although it seldom 
exceeds five inches in length, the flier 's 
feeding habits and tasty flesh make it a 
popular small sunfish. 

The late Eddie Finley once wrote 
"Some bream have been known to 
double their weight within 24 hours 
after being caught." 

Bream fishermen have been known 
to stretch their fish with the best 
anglers, but size is not as iml-'0rtant to 
most breamers as it is to those who 
track down the largemouth bass or 
striper. Bream are tasty in the pan, are 
seldom finicky in taking a bait and offer 
fast action when on the bed . And for 
many of us, these favorite suns just offer 
the chance to relive youthful, carefree 
moments with a cane pole and some 
live bait. 

Althoush almost all sunfish will readily 
take artificial spinners and flies, the most 
popular fishing method for bream is still 
cane pole or flyrod and live bait. When the 
water gets hot or cold and fish move to 
deeper levels and slow their feeding, light 
spinning tackle is used to get the bait down 
to the fish . 

Those who think that the live bait devotee 
is limited to two or three types of baits have 
never dug around in a bait fisherman's 
boxes and buckets. Choices of live baits are 
as varied as the anglers' home locations and 
the squeamishness of their stomachs. 

Earthworms, crickets and minnows are 
the usual offerings one associates with live 

. bait fishing . But almost any insect or other 
animal large enough to thread on a hook and 
small enough to fit in a fish's mouth has 
been used by the live bait angler. Some of the 
most crusty live bait fans even swear by 
roaches and housefly larvae. Any readers 
with leanings toward baits of the latter type 
had just as well stop here. 

Common earthworms found in moist, 
shaded soil around the house, creek or pond 
are the most popular baits for almost all 
freshwater gamefish. Commercially grown 
red worms, blue worms and nightcrawlers 
are usually plentiful at local bait shops, but 
the angler with a strong do-it-yourself urge 
can grow his own supply of worms in a large 
bucket or homemade worm bed. Commer
cially supplied red worms can do double 
du~ in keeping the sarden fertile and pro
viding a plentiful bait supply. 

A thorough watering of the garden, flower 
bed or leaf pile will usually cause worms to 
come to the surface where they can be 
picked up easily. If kept slightly moist and 
shaded, a mixture of rich dirt and coffee 
grounds or meal will feed the worms for 
several weeks. When fishing, the worm box 
should be kept shaded and cool. 

Many redbreast and bluegill fishermen 
prefer the larval form of the catalpa sphinx 
moth above all other baits. This 2.5- to 
3-inch larva is green with black markings 
and a black caudal horn. It is locally called 
the "catawba" worm because "catalpa" 
sounds like the Indian tribal name. 

The adult moth passes the winter in the 
ground and lays its eggs on the underside of 
the catalpa tree leaf during late spring and 
early summer. The catalpa worm is closely 
related to tomato and tobacco horn worms, 
but feeds only on catalpa leaves. In May and 
June, owners of catalpa trees with worms 
can just about name their price for bait. 

Catalpa worms make tough, juicy baits 
and can be fished as they are or turned in
side out for a white pulpy look. Anglers who 
prefer to tum their catalpas should see 
"Biosphere" (page 2). Catalpas can be stored 
temporarily in the refrigerator and may be 
kept fresh in the bait box by adding a few 
fresh cataloa leaves before the fishing trip. 

Almost all finicky sunfish show a prefer
ence for the small white larvae of paper 
wasps and yellow jackets. In extremely cold 
or hot weather, when the fish move about 
and feed less, these small baits can take more 
bream than larger offerings. 

While wasp and yellow jacket nests are 
plentiful from late sprins through fall, col
lecting a supply of bait 1s somewhat risky. 
Wasp nests can be found under eaves, in and 
around barns, outbuildings, brush and 
shrubbery. Yellow jackets build under
ground nests beneath stumps, logs, rocks 
and brickwork. Nightfall is the best time for 
collecting either type or nest, as the adult 
wasps or yellow jackets are concentrated on 
or in the nests. 

A flaming kerosene rag on the end of a 
sturdy cane pole or stick will quickly dispose 
of adult wasps, but care should be taken not 
to set the building or brush afire. For yellow 
jackets, the nest entrance should be located 
during the day and marked by placing a rock 
or stick nearby. Kerosene or gasoline can be 
sprayed or poured into the entrance, which 
should then be stomped shut and left until 
the following morning. Before digging the 
nest out, the bait collector shoufcf always 
check the immediate area to be certain that 
all entrances have been located and gassed. 
A miscalculation can mean disaster. 

Collected nests should be kept sealed in a 
clear plastic bag and stored in a refrigerator 
to prevent new adults from hatching. When 
fishing with wasp or yellow jacket grubs, the 
angler must be careful to avoid hatching 
adults while handling the nest. 

Field and house crickets are probably the 
second most popular live baits for all types of( ... · .. 
bream, except shellcrackers. Like earth- . 
worms, crickets can be purchased from local 
bait dealers or grown in backyard boxes 
covered with screen wire. A leaf pile kept 
shaded and slightly moist will also produce 
a fair supply of crickets for an occasional 
fishing trip. 

Crickets kept in a wire box during or be
tween fishing trips should be fed by keeping 
a fresh wedge of apple or orange in the box. 
It is important to keep the box in a cool 
shaded place. 

Grain products provide another source of 
.small larvae for the bream angler. The meal 
worm, a larval form of the Darkling beetle, 
may be found around most poultry farms in 
spilled or stored mash and grain. 

Meal worms are about three-fourths inch 
long with smooth, segmented, cylindrical 
bodies of yellow or yellow-brown. After an 
initial supply is obtained, the worms may be 
kept and raised in a covered bucket or shal
low pan filled with meal or mash. The mash 
should be kept dry to avoid the high tem
perature associated with ferment~ion 
which might kill the larvae and adults. 

While fishermen have always known that 
crayfish are excellent baits for black bass and 
trout, the smaller "mudbugs" about one 
inch in length can produce heavy catches of 
bluegills, shellcrackers, redbreast and war
mouths. 

Leaf-filled creeks and roadside ditches 
with about one foot of slow-moving water 
are among the best spots for collecting 
crayfish. These small crustaceans are most 
active during darkness and may be spotted 
by using a flashlight to create a reflection in 
their compound eyes. 

Collecting them for bait is best during the 
day when the crayfish or crawdads are down 
in the leaves. A short-pronged garden rake 
may be used to clean out the ditch so that the 
crayfish can be picked from the leaves. 

Crayfish may be kept in a minnow bucket 
while fishing. A wire-screened box sub
merged in a creek or ditch with running 
water is best for keeping the crayfish be
tween fishing trips. Small bits of meat 
should be used to feed the crayfish and keep 
them from devouring each other. 

For more information on raising your own 
bait, write: Department of Entomology, 
Long Hall, Clemson University, Clemson, 
South Carolina, 29631. 
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D. B. Smith of Clinton was an
chored in a cove on Lake 
Greenwood, teaching his grand
children to fish for white bass 
with a silver spoon, when he 
looked up and saw a boat heading 
straight toward his own. 

It was a pleasant Sunday afternoon, 
like many the Smith family had spent at 
the lake since acquiring a cabin there 23 
years before. Boats moved to and from a 
commercial landing up the cove . 
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From the cabin porch, Mrs. Smith's 
view of her husband and grandchildren 
was blocked by some trees . But she did 
hear the crash that shattered the after
noon's peace and thought a boat might 
have hit a pier. 

Her grandson, Bobby Smith, was sit
ting in the front of the boat, Bobby's 
sister Michelle in the back. When 
her husband saw the yellow 
boat coming, he 

stood up in his 

12-foot boat with a small outboard or no 
engine at all on Saturday afternoons in 
July on an inland pond or river, you are 
the most likely candidate for death in a 
boating accident. 

Your chances are much greater than 
those of the teenager, skiing be

hind a 16-foot or larger boat 
powered by an engine of 30-

horsepower or greater on 
the crowded waters 

of a popular major 

~ According to Lt. Dudley jonboat and screamed. 
Then the boat hit Michelle. 

Both children were wearing 
~ 1/ Overton, state boating safety and 

education officer," A typical case would 
be an old fisherman on, say, the Wacca
maw or Pee Dee River. You could 

life preservers. As his boat sank, Smith 
lifted his granddaughter to a man in the 
other boat. Someone yelled at Bobby to 
paddle until they could reach him. The 
children were rushed to the hospital . 
Michelle, age 6, never regained con
sciousness and died the following 
Friday. 

Bobby Smith and his grandmother 
have not been in a boat since . D. B. 
Smith has once. He recently bought a 
pontoon, something big enough for 
others to see. 

"We'll never get over it," he said . 
Two boys, ages 12 and 15, were operat

ing the boat when it struck Smith's. 
They were put on probation by juvenile 
court. 

"We didn't press any charges," Smith 
said. "We just felt sorry for the children. 
They are ·human too. This wasn't some
body skiing or pleasure riding. The boys 
were going to the landing to take their 
boat out. It was just carelessness, pure 
carelessness." 

Michelle Smith was one of the three 
boating fatalities under age 16 in South 
Carolina during 1977. Yet there were 41 
boating-related deaths in the state that 
year. 

In discussions of boating safety, 
youthful carelessness is often blamed. 
But youths aren't typically the ones 
killed on the water; adults are. 

If you' re an ad ult male and fish from a 
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ask him what he knows about 
the river and his boat and 
he'd tell you he's been 
on that river for years . 
Just like his Daddy 
before hin;i. He'd say 
he knows the riverlike 
the back of his hand and 
he surely doesn't need to 
go anywhere to take a 
boating safety course. " 

'That's the same fellow 
who will stand up in his 
little fishing boat to set the 
hook in a big fish," 
Overton said, "and he'll 
fall in and drown because he's not wear
ing a PFD (personal flotation device)." 

In boating, the most accident-prone 
age is 21 to 52 years . Most fatalities 
are caused by capsizing or 
falling overboard . But 
boating accidents on 
crowded waters involve the 
heartbreak of responsibility 
for the death of others. 

Thirty-eight persons died 
in South Carolina boating 
accidents in 1978. 

"Eighty percent of those 
deaths were caused by not thinking;' 
Overton said. "If everybody in the boat 
knew how to swim and wore a PFD, 

our fatality rate could be cut in half. 
More than half the people killed in boat
ing accidents last year either didn't 
have or didn't use a PFD." 

Statistics from the law enforcement 
and boating division of the state's 
Wildlife and Marine Resources Depart
ment show a steady increase from the 
52,000 boats registered in 1965. The 
number of boats registered in South 
Carolina grew to nearly 169,000 last year, 
more than tripling in 13 years. 

Twenty boating deaths were reported 
in 1965. In the eight-year period follow
ing that year, the rate of boating fatalities 
has arisen, reaching a peak in 1973. With 
128,578 boats registered in 1973, 64 peo
ple lost their lives. The following year, 
the total was 62, with 13,000 more boats 
registered that year. 

"The 1972-73 period was one of tre
mendous growth in boating in the 
state," Overton said. "Boat sales were up 
and that meant a lot of new people on the 
water. Many of them had no boating ex-

perience at all." 
In reaction to the increased 

fatalities, a statewide boating 
education program was begun 
by the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department. 

During 1976, enforcement 
of existing laws was stepped 
up through saturation teams 
on selected waterways. Some 
boaters had the disquieting 
experience of being checked 
for boating violations as many 
as three times in a single day. 
The number of cases made 
annually for boating violations 
has risen steadily from 2,000 
in 1972 to a peak of 3,322 in 
1976. More than 3,000 cases 
have been made in each of the 
last three years. -----·-- The boating division 

was aided by 
other factors too. 
The U. S. Coast 
Guard increas
ed its require

ments for 
boat con
struction 

and on-board 
safety devices in 

the seventies. 
"Someplace along the line, the energy 

crunch fits into the picture," Overton 



said. "People had boats, but found it 
more and more expensive to provide 
fuel for them, even to haul them to their 
favorite waterway. Inflation caused big 
increases in the initial cost of buying a 
boat. Added to that were the increases in 
maintenance and repairs ." 

Another factor has been the weather. 
South Carolina has experienced some 
periods of severely cold weather for the 
past three or four winters. This has kept 
many boaters off the water. 

Since the state's massive titling and 
registration system was begun, boat 
buyers are provided with a boating 
handbook each time they register a new 
craft. In 1976 handbooks were mailed to 
every registered voter in the state. 

The education program has 
been expanded; now boating 
safety is being taught 
in 40 schools and the 
number of classes 
is growing. In add 
ition, boating officers 
frequently speak before 
various gatherings across 
the state . Free boating safety 
courses are offered by U. S. 
Power Squadrons, the U. S. 
Coast Guard Auxiliary and the 
American Red Cross. 

But with all the sources for educating 
the boating public, Overton believes 
fewer than 10 percent are being reached. 
Thus the course in the state's middle and 
high schools is expanding to more 
schools. 

In 1977 the six-hour course had 618 
graduates and 1,307 in 1978. In the first 
two months of 1979, enrollment was 
reaching 316 and growing daily. 

"The boating education program 
doesn't cost the schools a dime," said 
Mike Williams, Special Programs Coor
dinator in the boating division. "Some 
schools call for volunteers to take the 
course. At others, like Irmo, the course is 
included in career education and it's a 
part of the student's grade." 

The Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department furnishes everything for the 
course-workbooks, films, slides, even 
an instructor, if needed. The six-hour 
course, with a fairly tough final exam, 
was designed for grades 7-12. 

There were several reasons for trying 
to reach youth directly. Most of the stu
dents live in an area with a multitude of 
boating opportunities. Many have boats 
or access to them. They need to know 

how to operate them safely. Experience 
has shown that adults don't participate 
in the course to the same degree as the 
youngsters . Adults will attend one- or 
two-night sessions, then fail to show up 
for any more because they have other 
things to do. Williams emphasized that 
the young boaters do influence their 
parents and other adults when they 
know the proper boating methods. 

Statistics indicate the education pro
gram is working, T. C. Welch, chief of 
boating, said . "Since 1974, when theed
ucation program was begun, there has 
been a 39 

reduction in 
boating fatalities." 

There were 37 fatalities last 
year and 131 boating accidents. That 
was the least number of deaths since the 
total of 30 in 1968. 

In improving the boating situation, 
the education program has been aided 
by increased and better law enforce
ment, economic and environmental fac
tors, and more stringent equipment and 
construction regulations from the 
United States Coast Guard. But officials 
think the number of fatalities is still too 
high. 

With the increasing number of boats 
and the resulting pressure on the 
waterways, there is no room for care
lessness. There are enough problems, 
enough conflicts, without carelessness. 

"The conflicts are unbelievable," Wil
liams said. "The water belongs to the 
public. The fishermen feel they should 
be able to fish and never be harassed by 

water skiers. The water skiers feel they 
have a right to the water, too. 
Everywhere you have skiers and fisher
men, you have conflicts." 

Overton agreed that tl:tere have been a 
lot of "fist-shaking skirmishes" between 
the two water users. But that conflict has 
not created many boating accidents. 
One reason might be that many lakes 
have no-wake zones, especially in the 
areas of docks, boatlandings, marinas, 
boat yards and other sites where rough 
water would cause damage to docked 
boats and endanger swimmers. · 

The South Carolina Boaters· Hand
book is available at no charge from the 
Law Enforcement and Boating Division 

South Carolina Wildlife and 
Marine Resources 

P 0. Box 167 
Columbia, S.C. 29202. 

There are other conflicts between 
power boats and sail boats, between 
boaters and swimmers, and between 
boaters and scuba divers . The growth in 
the number of boats and boating on the 
state's waters is having a noticeable im
pact, particularly in the western half of 
the state where the water available for 
recreation is much more limited than on 
the coast. 

"With the crowded situation, boaters 
have to use a little more courtesy," Over
ton pointed out. "We can go into the 
classroom and teach how to recognize 
navigational aids, read compasses and 
learn the rules of the road, but common 
sense, good judgment and prudent sea
manship are hard to teach." 

And that's what boaters must learn if 
they are to prevent carelessness from re
sulting in fatality on our crowded 
waters. 
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Wen Paul Bennett called me early 
one Monday morning asking that 
I come over and take a photograph of 
some fish he had caught over the 
weekend, my enthusiasm wasn't exactly 
spilling over. I was slurping down the 
first coffee of the day, ready to leave for 
the beach. 

Paul is a good friend, a neighbor and 
an occasional fishing buddy, so I went 
to see what he had in the cooler with 
camera in hand and skepticism carefully 
hidden. I didn't need the charade. Paul 
had one of the most impressive strings 
of striped bass I'd ever seen, consid
ering he had caught them in one 
weekend's fishing. 

He was smiling over five mammoth 
striped bass that collectively weighed 
nearly 85 pounds. The photograph later 
appeared in many of the local 
newspapers making him a kind of 
striped bass guru for the Lake Murray 
fishing crowd. 

Paul's success is based on an attitude 
that has made him a certified public 
accountant, a successful Columbia 
businessman and community leader. 
He was recently elected to city council. 
His notion of fishing, however, 

In 1971 Lake Murray stocking 
operations began. Initially, a half million 
fingerlings about two inches long were 
stocked into the lake. "On an annual 
basis we try to put in 30 fingerlings per 
surface acre," said Otho May, veteran 
fishery biologist of Saluda. "I don't 
think there is any doubt about it, we've 
established an excellent striped bass 
fishery in Lake Murray" 

A representation of the "Old Man of 
the Sea," May has the weathered face to 
prove his years on the lake. He was 
among the first biologists hired when 
somebody got serious back in the fifties 
about improving the state's freshwater 
fisheries . When May makes a statement 
about the Lake Murray fishery, you can 
take it as fact. 

Unlike the Santee-Cooper fishery, 
Lake Murray's striper population is 
nonreproducing, which, from a 
management standpoint, is an 
advantage. 

is in the traditional brand of :iCiRI 
angling as a form of relaxation rather 
than c.ompetition. Not quite the 
philosophy of your average bass B0 
tournament fisherman who beats the 
water to a froth and figures he has failed 
the American economy if he doesn't 
produce a fish. 

! s 

Paul quitps_h~g for large~outh bass Fleets of speeding 
because he d1dn t really enioy • 
throwing an artificial lure a hundred striper boats chasmg 
thousand times a day" But those ,,... : after schooling fish 
who've fished with him soon realize , ;. ".'1 and drifting over the 
that he's serious about catching striped . •.; · j d t ::,:: 
bass and works at it. ;.: - j ee~ ~a er .10r 

Paul has fished Lake Murray for about . . ~:. tropmes give Lake 
12 years, but concentrated on striped •· ::-.. · Murray ffi.e look of 
bass for only t~ree of those years . ' . our Santee-Cooper 
They ve been m the lake about 10 years ~ 
but have gained prominence only ! sy~tem. Trophy_ 
within the last several years. .......,::---'I ,, SbiperS are gefting 
. Everyone is aware of the striped bass - bigger and coming 

fishery of the Santee-Cooper lakes. f t th C 
Landlocked stripers have made South • as er • • • e fUSu 
Carolina famous nationally among lS On. 
fishermen and travelers . In the late 
1960s, state fishery biologists began to 
wonder if the Santee fishery could be 
duplicated in other inland reservoirs. 
Lake Murray was one of several chosen 
for their efforts. 
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by Bob Campbell 

This weekend catch 
of four striped bass 
made Paul Bennett 
a leader among 
prospectors in the 
Lake Murray 
striper rush. 
Bennett is giving his 
son, Zeke,(far left) 
a head start in striper 
fishing by teaching 
him the techniques 
he's learned from 
experience. 
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"Yes, you have to keep putting the 
fish in, but we can manage the striper," 
May said with a knowing grin. "We can 
control it by stocking. The striped bass 
in Lake Murray is gone unless we 
continue to replenish it every year." 

If the stocking were stopped, Lake 
Murray stripers would vanish within 10 
to 12 years. This is not likely to happen. 
South Carolina has pioneered the 
freshwater striped bass program and 
has a hatchery facility capable of 
producing the fish needed annually to 
maintain the program. Careful studies 
show that the striped bass in these 

Trolling deep with 
a bucktail jig 

produced this catch 
for Kazuko Hancock 

of Columbia. Her 
expression typifies 

the feelings of Lake 
Murray's striper 

anglers. 
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reservoirs fill a niche and compete with 
no other fish native to these lakes. 

Stripers are open-water fish and feed 
almost exclusively on the abundant 
threadfin shad found naturally in most 
reservoirs. The threadfin is primarily an 
open-water species too. The striper eats 
whatever it can find, which is mainly 
the threadfin, May points out. 

These small fertile shad have little 
value for humans. The striper controls 
its population and converts shad flesh 
into highly desired striper flesh. 

Methods of catching L<U<e Murray 
stripers are as uncertain as the trophy 

fishery is new. Bennett said one of the 
most important characteristics of a 
successful fisherman is his persistence. 
"You can't expect to put your boat in the 
water once a month and catch fish," he 
said, half seriously, "once a week, 
maybe. You've got to fish a lot. Keeping 
up with the patterns demands it." 

When Bennett refers to patterns, he 
means an area of the lake that may be 
hot today and frigid tomorrow, the 
depth at which the fish will be found, 
time of day (sometimes the best fishing 
is at midnight, sometimes midday); an 
instinct that develops with experience. 



Much of this information can be 
obtained through trial and error or by 
asking someone who's fished the lake 
awhile. Bennett unabashedly believes 
in asking, but adds a qualification. 
"They (other striper anglers) won't tell 
you the truth or try not to, but often 
fishermen will tell you more than they 
intend. It's certain they'll tell you 
enough to give you some idea." 

Bennett endorses landing operators 
as sources of mostly reliable infor
mation. They have nothing to gain by 
telling white lies. Passing on reliable 
information to good customers is the 
landing operator's best way to gain a 
better customer. Bennett believes it pays 
also to trust a bait dealer. 

Landing operators and fishermen will 
tell the novice that most of the bigger 
fish are caught from deep water, 
sometimes meaning 70 feet. More often 
the big stripers are taken from the 3- to 
40-foot range. Deep holes and the old 
river channel are their popular. 
hangouts. On water the size of Lake 
Murray, this covers a lot of territory. 
Much of striped bass fishing is devoted 
striped bass hunting. 

Bennett said the electronic depth 
recorder, or fish finder, is essential for 
the serious striped bass angler. With 
experience the recorder's view of 
submerged geography will show where 
stripers are apt to be at certain times. 
You can spot large fish as a blip which 
you will soon learn to recognize from 
other flashes. If your recorder is 
equipped with a paper graph, the fish 
will appear as printed specks. 

"Just because you find them doesn't 
mean they'll bite," Bennett remarked. 

There's more to getting a fish to bite 
than electronics and technology. 
Nobody's ever understood how to 
persuade a fish to take bait. 

Although Bennett occasionally jigs 
with a Hopkins spoon, most of his 
fishing is done with large minnows 
available from bait dealers around the 
lake. 

"Not the biggest minnows," he 
cautioned, "but the average large 
minnow sold at the landings." 

Bennett also believes in light mono
filament line. If you use anything larger 
than 8-pound-test, he thinks the fish 
can see the line, especially on clear 
sunny days. It will spook them. 

Use enough lead to get the minnow 
down but not so much that it inhibits 

the minnow's movements. Bennett uses 
this rig almost exclusively day or night. 

One of the more popular methods of 
pursuing the landlocked striped bass 
evolved from the striper's habit of 
schooling on the surface. While 
schooling they are visible and would 
thus seem vulnerable . When school 
fishing, most fishermen believe in 
gunning the motor to full throttle and 
blasting across the lake into the surface 
feeding fish. Competition is keen to be 
the first on a school. 

While this may seem exciting, 
Bennett knows it's a poor way to fish 
schooling stripers. When a hoard of 
speeding boats descend on a school, the 
fish disappear soon after the arrival of 
the anglers . 

"Everybody rushes into the schools, 
goes crazy, spooks the fish, when they 
should be working them with a trolling 
motor," Bennett said. He believes the 
fish would stay up "maybe all morning" 
if fishermen would move slowly. 

When school fishing on top with 
striper swipers or bucktails, anglers 
often forget the fish below. Small fish 
swim in schools, but the big daddies 
settle below the commotion. A 
weighted morsel may elicit some 
response from them. 

Bennett avoids school chasers and 
concentrates on drifting or bumping the 
bottom. He faces the breeze, trolls his 
line and nudges the sinker and bait 

Milton Moore helps 
his son unhook a 
striper taken near 
the towers at the 
Lake Murray dam, 
one of the lake's 
most popular striper 
spots. 

along slowly. This technique, employed 
in an already proven area, brought Paul 
the batch of four he called me to see. 

On a Friday near dusk, he caught the 
largest of the batch. The following 
Sunday about noon, he caught three 
from the same place in one hour. "I 
found a tree with fish hanging on it 
near the main channel and made five 
passes. I had just the right wind, a 
slight breeze, just the right drift speed. 
Fish hit three out of the five times I 
passed over, and that was all." 

His fish finder showed no more fish 
on the tree. Each of the fish in the boat 
weighed about 20 pounds. 

If not drifting the main body of the 
lake, Bennett can usually be found near 
the dam and the intake towers. If fish 
are hitting near the towers, boats will 
be gathered in that area. The towers are 
one of the most recognizable striper 
sites in the lake. 

If fish are hitting near the towers, 
boats will be gathered in that area. The 
towers are one of the most recognizable 
striper sites in the lake. 

Different techniques work at different 
times. Some fishermen, using bucktails, 
troll very slowly with a long line. Others 
just dangle their bait into the water and 
hope for the best. Methods may vary 
with anglers' dispositions and beliefs, 
but when it comes to Lake Murray's 
striped bass bonanza, they're all 
cashing in. 
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A lifeblood of water from the 
heavens and surrounding land 
sustains our last areas of truly great 
wilderness. The swamp is a magical 
place, filled with mystery and mood, 

life and death, subtle 
beauty and a strange, 
overwhelming 
serenity. It changes 
constantly with the 
passing sun; within 
its vaulted chambers, 

it embraces vibrant life, comparable 
to no other ecosystem. 

The swamp is timeless. No clock ticks away the minutes or the 
hours; no calendar notes the days, months or years. The swamp is 
one of the most unique landscapes on earth. Some feel it is almost 
sacred 

The swamp begins, as a river begins, with a drop of rain. From 
the surrounding land, it takes the drainage water; deep within 
the ground, it taps into the seepage and generates new life within 
its own realm. Without water, the swamp would cease to be. Its 
inhabitants would perish 

Many forms of life evolved through the swamp, from nearly the 
beginning of time. Scientists believe it may have been some form 
of plant life that first ventured out of the sea onto land and made 
the changes that land existence requires. Perhaps the first ones 
more resembled algae which spread out onto moist soil close to the 
water, and as they grew, they became a part of the progress by 
which the first swamp was born 

U.S. Forest Service survey markers are the only guide through Little Wambaw 
Swamp near Awendaw. 





Right , The gray tree frog is one of the most common 
inhabitants of our swamps and wetlands. 

Below, Boat trails kept open by fishermen provide a 
network of passages into Sparkleberry Swamp on the 

upper end of Lake Marion. 
Far right , Woods Bay between Turbeville and Olanta 
shelters n1dangered and threatened plants such as these 

hooded pitcher plants. The area is now a state park. 
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Biologists proclaim the marsh as the most productive breeding 
ground on our planet, but the swamp must rate a close second. It is 
a place of transition and growth, a place of birth for many of the 
creatures of both land and sea. The mangrove swamps of the 
Florida Everglades and the Gulf Coast swamps provide ideal 
sanctuary for the early development stages of the pink shrimp, for 
instance. Other creatures are found virtually only in swamps and 
related environments. The alligator and the cottonmouth moccasin 
are much associated with it So are a number of the great wading 
birds, the fish-eaters of the feathered world. Many of the 
endangered species of American wildlife are making their last stand 
in the swamps. 

The swamp has remained an important sanctuary for two 
reasons. First, man has feared it and refrained from going into it, 
exploring it, exploiting it There are exceptions, of course, but if 
other land areas could be developed more easily and bent to man's 
will, he traditionally took that course, rather than draining the 
swamp, cutting the timber, hauling in earthen fill and attempting to 
convert the swamp to his own desires. It was an expensive and 
time-consuming process. SecondlY, if the swamp were tampered 
with only nimblY, its fragile environment changed so radically it no 
longer existed as a swamp anyway So, in this respect, swamps still 
existing have already withstood the test of time. A swamp is either 
a swamp or it is not 

Take the Congaree Swamp, for instance, at the doorstep of 
Columbia Eliminate the periodical flooding by creating more 
dams upstream, and you will have eliminated the Congaree. Cut a 
canal from the ocean to Columbia, as has been proposed in the 
past, and it will siphon off a portion of the Congaree River's water, 
enough possibly to eliminate or strongly affect the flood patterns, 
and the swamp and its great trees could ultimately disappear 

The fear the first Europeans felt toward the swamps when they 
came to the New World was good; it kept them out of the swamp 
and on the high ground And the swamp was given a reprieve. But 
there were exceptions to come in later years, and many hard 
lessons have been learned from it The lessons, however, have not 
been learned to the extent that those who love and appreciate 
swamps can afford to relax upon the issue. 

Swamps offer a great deal more than esthetic value or habitat for 
wildlife. Many are rich in natural resources-minerals, timber and 
even oil Two of America's great swamps, the Atchafalaya (third 
largest in the United States) of Louisiana and the Big Thicket in 
Texas, are both quality producers of oil Efforts have been made to 
tap into possible oil deposits in Florida's Big Cypress Swamp even 
since it was designated by Congress in 1974 as a National Water 
Preserve to give it some protection. No marketable amounts of oil 
have yet been taken from the Big Cypress, but the oil companies 
have not given up. They tried unsuccessfully 50 years ago and 
tabled the project for a later period They may try again. 

During the Revolutionary War, bog iron by the ton was taken 
from the swamps of New Jersey Later, because the swamps had 
been defiled and no one really seemed to care any longer, they 
became easy targets for housing projects and jetports. Since most 
swamps have a peat base, it's natural to assume they could be 
utilized someday as fuel 

That black peat soil in some swamps upon occasion looked 

attractive to farmers, including the father of our country George 
Washington in 1763 formed a coalition with a group of wealthy 
Virginia planters creating the Dismal Swamp Land Company This 
corporation soon staked out 40,(X)() acres of the swamp as its own 
and began draining it With slave labor, they built a canal across a 
quarter section of the S\vamp. The canal worked, but the fanning 
operation didn't 

Try as he might, Washington was never able to get the rich peat 
soil to produce cotton and rice as he had envisioned. The peat, he 
found, lacked the fertile ingredients necessary for producing crops, 
and ultimately he gave up his dream But the canal dramatically 
changed the face of the Great Dismal, and it has never quit/ 
recovered to this day Thus swamps have been disappointments to 
many of those who endeavored to turn them into productive 
developments 

The swamp has many other values, however, assets which man 
only now is beginning to realize. Until recent years, no value was 
placed upon clean air, clean water, open green space or even upon 
the wildlife creatures with which we share the earth. Having 
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poisoned most of the air and water on the planet, having depleted 
many species of wildlife and seriously decreased most others, we 
are beginning to become aware that man, too, is subject to the 
same processes, that a deteriorating environment may render the 
planet uninhabitable for himself as well as all other forms of life. 

The swamp acts as a great sponge for rainwater, holding it and 
releasing it gradually to surrounding areas and to the underground 
water table during periods of drought It also cleans the water, 
usurping and absorbing undesirable bacteria, trash and biota from 
the waters. It purifies and moistens the air through transpiration by 
its plant life. 

The swamp has a definite impact upon climate. If the Florida 
Everglades were turned into a commercial development with 
blacktop parking lots and buildings, scientists surmise that part of 
southern Florida would ultimately become a desert. 

The swamp also acts as a great air conditioner, cooling the air as 
it passes through its dense, moisture-filled chambers, and this, too, 
has a most definitive effect upon the climate 

The function of a swamp in cleaning the water is dramatically 
pointed out by an ongoing case in Florida. In the 1960s, at a cost of 
$30 million, the U S Corps of Engineers "improved " the 
Kissimmee River flowing out of the swamps near Orlando, 

meandering its way through a number of other swamps downstate 
to Lake Okeechobee, one of the six largest freshwater lakes in 
America and the principal water supply for the residents of all of 
south Florida. Six dams were constructed, curves were straightened 
and the stream 's length shortened to 58 miles. Some 40,000 acres 
of swampland were drained. The idea was to assist nature and pave 
the way for the giant Disney World complex and resulting 
development around Orlando Among other things, it was 
expected to eliminate flooding completely 

With Disney World and other expansion came vastly increased 
pollution Much of it was flushed down the river By 1975, the 
polluted flow of the Kissimmee into Lake Okeechobee threatened 
the water supply of south Florida. No longer, scientists admitted, 
was the water safe to drink and it could not be made safe by any 
known treatment The old river, in its meandering course through 
the swamps, had been able to cleanse itself of pollution (Ecologists 
claim 1,500 acres of freshwater marsh or swamp is capable of 
removing most pollutants from the sewage and runoff of a city of 
62,000 people ) 

When the Corps of Engineers refused to rectify the mistake, 
former Governor Reubin Askew and the Florida legislature voted 
to put the Kissimmee back as nearly as possible into its old 
channel. That task is presently underway and will cost the Florida 
taxpayers over $90 million, more than three times the amount 
spent to "improve " and straighten the river in the 1960s. 

Once completed, it may take 10 to 25 years before the swamps 
and marshes can be regenerated into their former state of 
productivity and accomplishment in eliminating the pollution from 
the river 's water And even then they may not be effective in 
removing dangerous carcinogens such as agricultural sprays or 
industrial chemicals. Nature seldom acts quickly and does not 
easily recover from man 's senseless assaults. 

Scientists are predicting usable water will become the planet 's 
scarcest natural resource in the future Already the underground 
water table in virtually all parts of the nation is considerably lower 
than it was just 25 years ago. 

It is difficult to place a dollar value on these roles of a swamp. In 
1973, in an effort to save the Alcovy River Swamp in Georgia from 
a channeling and draining project by the U S Soil Conservation 
Service, Dr Charles Wharton of Georgia State University 
converted the intangible values of a swamp into dollars and came 
up with some remarkable fi gures. Computing useful yields of the 
swamp to the people of Georgia-education, water quality and 
quantitY, recreation and general harvestable production-he 
calculated a total annual value of $7, 189, 103 and a 100-year value 
of $403,019, 333 and that was before our country's skyrocketing 
inflationary period began. 

Dr Wharton 's estimated economic value included $5. 4 million 
a year for education, ranging from public school use and public 
visits to graduate dissertations and research. By recharging the 
underground supplies of fresh water, he estimated the swamp 
enriches society by $228,000 a year In purifying river and lake 

Left: Early morning sun and dew transform a spider's web into a jeweled creation . 
Our swamps are home to a wide variety of life form s. 
Right, Waters are demised of debris and pollutants as they filter through the 
swamp's maze of channels. 
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Right: The swamp 's lush summer greenery is broken 
by oaried hues of flowers such as this butterfly pea. 
Below and Jar right: Cypress, tupelo and oakform 

odd shapes and patterns throughout swamps like the 
Little Wambaw 

---------------------- - - -------------



water, the swamp is worth $1 million annually He computed the 
productive value of the swamp in terms of lumber and building 
topsoil at $550,000 annually And his study did not even undertake 
an estimate of the value of wildlife supported by the Alcovy 

Several agencies have become acutely concerned with the 
destruction of America 's wetlands, including swamps. The South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Department, Ducks 
Unlimited, the Sierra Club, the National Audubon Society and the 
U S. Department of the Interior have voiced that concern. The 
Department of the Interior, through the U S Fish and Wildlife 
Service and the US Geological Survey, began a program of 
evaluating wetlands throughout the United States. 

In the publication of a circular, the department outlined the 
values of wetlands in general, including some that Dr Wharton 
did not include in his comprehensive computation. Among them 
were the storage of ground water, the retention of surface water, 
reduction or prevention of erosion, production of timber, creation 
of firebreaks, provision of an outdoor laboratory for students and 
scientists, and the production of cash crops such as minnows (for 
bait), marsh hay, wild rice, blueberries, cranberries and peat moss. 

In doing field research , I have become acutely aware of other 
values of the swamp, ones that were beyond conversion to a dollar 
figure . These were the esthetic values. 

To spend a single day in either the Congaree or the Four Holes 
Swamp is an experience beyond commercial value. To paddle a 
canoe over stark black waters into the vaulted inner sanctum of the 
Four Holes; to listen to the chorus of Carolina wrens and warblers, 
the trill of treefrogs, the grunt of bullfrogs, the burpling of running 
water Airting with giant cypress knees; to hear echoing from the 
chambers the great god call of the pileated woodpecker or the 
lonesome, forlorn hoot of a great barred owl-these must have 
been the things of which the Garden of Eden was composed If I 
were allowed to choose my own heaven in which to spend eternity, 
it would be in such a place. 

South Carolina has more than 3. 3 million acres of wetlands, all 
of them ecologically important During the course of field research 
in South Carolina, I looked at swamps of all sizes and shapes, 
including Indian Field and Woods Bay, which, in addition to being 
an interesting swamp, is also a geological oddity: a Carolina bay 

Three of South Carolina 's major swamp areas have been given 
protection-the Congaree, the Four Holes and Woods Bay The 
Congaree has been designated a national park and the National 
Audubon Society has taken over the administration ·of Four Holes 
as a sanctuary Woods Bay has been designated a state park 

Most of us think of the low-lying blackwater swamp, or perhaps 
the riverbottom swamps such as the Congaree, as being the only 
kind of swamp. But there are many types. Take the Big Cypress 
Swamp of Florida, for instance, which has intermittent dry ridges 
between lower-lying cypress strands; the Big Thicket of Texas, 
which to this day presents a formidable green curtain that appears 
to be impenetrable; the Florida Everglades, mainly a sawgrass 
prairie polka-dotted with tree islands and a limestone bedrock just 
under the surface. And there are mountain swamps cradled at high 
altitudes and covered with mosses in addition to trees and other 
woody plants And then in Hawaii, there's the Alakai Swamp 
positioned in the center of a volcano, with one of the highest 

rainfalls known anywhere, more than 300 inches per year 
All swamps are endangered The tolerances are slight, and life 

here depends upon a tenuous balance of soil, water, sun and wind. 
Swamps can easily be destroyed by man 's indifference or, on the 
other extreme, by h,is enthusiasm Aldo Leopold, an Early 
American conservationist, put it very well when he said " ... to 
cherish we must see and fondle, and when enough have seen and 
fondled, there is no wilderness left to cherish. " 

The swamp has all too long been the victim of man 's careless 
and selfish attitude, the victim of the premise that man owns the 
world rather than being a part of it "The control of nature, " said 
Rachel Carson in her book, "Silent Spring, " "is a phrase conceived 
in ignorance, born of the Neanderthal age of biology and .• 
philosophy, when it was supposed that nature exists for the 
convenience of man. " 

The swamps are ideal examples of what we mean by "open space;' 
"green belts " and "natural corridors " They are convalescent wards 
for the esthetically ill . Everyone needs a place of escape; the swamp 
offers that opportunity magnificently 

Bill Thomas is author of "The Swamp" (W W Norton, 1976 ) and other books on the 
American outdoors. 

PHOTOGRAPHY CREDITS: Page 11-Art Ca rter; Page 12, Top-Ted Borg; 
Bottom-Billy DuRant; Page 43-Ted Borg; Page 11-Ted Borg; Page 45- Ted Borg; 
Page 46, Top-Ted Borg, Bottom-Art Carter; Page 47-Art Ca rter 
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If you can satisfy your primitive urge to eat outdoors by 
using a butane stove, go ahead. You and nature 

will suffer fewer scratches and burns. But if you want a 
taste of history and hickory along with your meal, 

try a campfire. 

Today outdoor chefs say stoves are 
too convenient to allow the nostalgia, 
not to mention the smoke, of an open 
fire to interfere. But for eons, possibly 
beginning 750,000 years ago, roasting 
over an open fire was man's only 
method of cooking. 

Just because a cooking fire can add 
incomparable flavor to your simplest 
meal, even though the fragrance of fruit, 
fish, bacon or bread heated by direct 
fire allows for an extra half hour or more 
of delight through anticipation, despite 
the fact that you never look as well 
in any light as you do facing firelight, 
and notwithstanding the warmth a 
blaze provides, there's just no reason 
a little red metal can with bent 
aluminum reflectors won't do just fine. 

All that must be nonsense. If you 
prefer a fire to a stove because a fire 
makes you feel more primitive, you must 
also give up other things, like lighter 
fluid, newspaper, freeze-dried meatballs 
and powdered eggs, not to mention the 
luxury of matches, skillets, and forks. 

No one wants to go that far. -eyesides, a 
stove may be less romantic, but it has 
its advantages too. Stoves eliminate the 
hassle of gathering wood, reduce the 
responsibility of tending fire and almost 
clear up the smoke problem. Stoves can 
be moved into shelter from cold wind or 
rain and are cleaner and quicker to use. 
By using stoves,the camp cook conserves 
both wood and scenic value in an area. 

And it's not like your great-great
grandfather could accuse you of being 
less rustic than he was. Your ancestors 
improved upon simple roasting 
over an open fire some 12,000 years ago. 
They found that a stone slab placed 
over the flame could be used to crack 
the husks off wild grasses without sub
sequently losing them completely to 
the fire. Thus, the frying pan. Then a pit 
was lined with these hot rocks and filled 
with water. When the water boiled, the 
hard grain kernels were dropped in. 
From this vessel was derived the cook
pot and the oven, but the pit survives 
today in New England clambakes. 

by Nancy Coleman 

So don't ever let anyone tell you about 
the good old days of roughing it over 
the open fire. The days when most 
cooking was done by spit or stewpot 
over fire were over by the 18th century. 
Like today, there was then a back-to
nature movement among the elite 
under Louis XVI, but a tryst in the 
bushes was about as close to nature as 
Louis and his friends ever came, and 
while they were achieving this close
ness, his servants were erecting tents, 
hanging swings and setting a table 
that certainly had better not be any 
less sumptuous than those back at 
Versailles. 

According to historian Lucille Su 
Chung Davis, when Chinese Emperor 
Ch'ien Lung took a walk back in the 
1700• men of his refreshment division 
followed him with two round bamboo 
baskets containing plenty of food, tea 
and a stove so that refreshments might 
be prepared post haste when ordered. 
The division also toted iron cooking 
pots and pans, silver bowls and fine 
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porcelain cups when the emperor chose 
to dine outdoors. 

Later, in the 19th century, when 
Russian Czar Alexander III felt like 
roughing it, seven men with a load of 
equipment reported for duty. Behind 
the czar, they pulled a carriage loaded 
with cookstove and samovar, a char
coal-burning device for keeping his 
tea always at a boil. A second carriage 
followed with everything from caviar to 
camp stools. 

These carriages weren't too unlike the 
first chuck wagons that tagged along 
behind our cowboys of the same era. 
Invented by Charles Goodnight in 1866, 
the chuck wagon was managed by the 
"cookie" or "coosie," an aging cowboy 
who was absolute boss of the wagon. 
The average cookie was famous for a 
flaming temper and foul language. He 
was paid more than the other hands. 
Cooking over an open fire in a trench, 
he used cow manure as fuel when there 
was no wood. But food out on the range 
had advanced way past the primitive 
stage. Not that the cowboys weren't 
really tough guys, but chuck wagon 
cookery required more know-how, 
equipment and condiments than your 
average freeze-dried shrimp pilaf and 
was thus more luxurious than your 
average campground meal of today. 

A deep cast-iron vessel, the Dutch 
oven, was the basic utensil . The chuck 
wagon carried several of them, plus 
sets of kettles and skillets and a large 
coffeepot that hung over the fire. Inside 
the Dutch oven, there might be any
thing from biscuits, pies, pot roasts, 
stews, puddings and steaks. The staple 
chuck wagon foods were sourdough 
biscuits; beans, usually called frijoles; 
and, of course, beef. 
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Long before sunrise, Cookie left his 
bedroll and started the fire . Breakfast 
was coffee, biscuits and beans, 
sometimes fixed "to go." A hasty lunch 
usually consisted of biscuits again, 
boiled beans and fried steak or stew. By 
supper stomachs were growling and 
leftover energy was prowling. But 
nobody touched food or fork until 
Cookie gave his permission. 

Cooking in Ashes 
Potatoes: When the coals are almost 

burnt down, put an Irish or sweet 
potato in the fire itself. Put the coals on 
the top and leave for an hour. Then peel 
the jacket off and eat. 

Corn: Peel off a few outer skins, but 
keep the shuck on it. Turn if you can, 
and if you can't, cover it with coals. 
Five minutes on each side. 

Chestnuts: Cut a cross in them so 
they won't explode. 

Bananas: Slit open the skins and 
sprinkle inside with sugar and 
cinnamon or chocolate chips and 
marshmallows. 

Other things: onions, acorn squash, 
apples, (but don't break their skins) . 

"The good thing about corn and other 
things you cook with the skin on it is 
they'll stay warm a long time after you 
cook them." -Buck Tyler. 

This tenet of campfire cooking has 
been passed down to the cookies of our 
time . They may disagree on the best 
ways to lay the fire or the best wood 
with which to build it or the degree of 
luxury they consider "necessity" or 
what you should call the favorite 
outdoor dish of rice or noodles and 

meat. Is it pilau (pronounced per-loo) , 
pilaf, burgoo, bog, boolyaw, rolly-golly 
or stew? But they agree that one and 
only one person should be in charge of 
the vittles . Folks are just too fascinated 
with fire and food to turn a crowd 
aloose with them both in the woods. 

This is how Buck Tyler of North 
Augusta thinks and he's a good 
example of the modern campfire cook. 
A big bearded redhead held together by 
suspenders and an outdoor-loving wife, 
Ellen, Tyler has served as chief cook 
and bottlewasher for 45 to 50 fellow 
hunters on numerous hunting 
weekends over the years. During off 
season, the Tylers cook outdoors for 15 
to 20 people, usually enjoying the 
venison stored earlier. 

"It's not like my daddy did. They 
used to go out to the swamps around 
the Savannah River for one or two 
weeks," Tyler said. "There weren't any 
deer in the swamp at that time. Most of 
the hunting was for turkey, squirrels, 
coons. They would eat it there. Some
times they would carry a slab of side 
meat or fatback and onions and pota
toes and catch some fish. If they didn't 
kill anything, they would eat that." 

Tyler admitted that he's not above 
cranking up his truck and putting 
beanie weenies on his manifold 
he uses a propane burner many times. 
But even when he does, he usually 
builds a fire too . "Something about a 
campfire that I find necessary to enjoy 
yourself in the woods, especially in the 
fall and winter," he said. "We go coon 
hunting occasionally and we'll be 
waiting for the dogs to come back or 
waiting for them to tree or whatever 
and we'll build a campfire and stand 
around and just have some fellowship ." 

From years of experience, Tyler is a 
storehouse of knowledge on cooking 
outdoors, but his method is so 
ingrained now that it's hard for him to 
pull it apart and throw it out in the form 
of helpful hints . He did say, in chorus 
with all other experienced campfire 
cooks, that you must plan ahead. 

"The best thing to do is make a list of 
everything you take the first time you 
go. The second time do it again. Before 
you go the third time, strike off every
thing you didn't use before. Keep 
doing this . You'll find that eighty-five 
percen t of the time you' re using the 
same things over and over. Our group is 
real good about getting together. One 
man might bring the buns, one might 
b ring the mustard, catsup, onions. 
Another might bring the hamburgers ." 

A family or any other group planning 
to camp and cook will get along best by 
dividing the work details into such 
responsibilities as group leader, cook, 
first aid assistant, game chairman, 
campsite chairman, song leader, 
photographer, journalist and specialists 
in equipment, shopping, conservation 
and fire . All these titles may not be 
necessary, but campfire cooking is too 
important for vague designation: one 
person must be specifically assigned the 
chef. 

Tyler has been on hunts when they 
carried a cook along and all day he did 
nothing but cook. He says if he used a 
fire everytime he cooked, he would 
never have a chance to hunt. Besides 
preparing and cooking all food, the 
cook is in charge of organizing the 
kitchen area and letting the fire builders 
know what kind of fire he or she needs 
and when to start it. The cook should be 
aware of the time each course takes to 

finish and thus when its preparation 
must begin. And the cook should soap 
or sand the outsides of pots to be used 
in the fire. These are a campfire cook's 
basic duties. 

The equipment a cook needs depends 
on the luxury he or she requires . When 
cooking for only a couple hunters, Buck 
Tyler says all he requires is a cook kit, 
which is no bigger than a boiling pot. 
Available in most camping stores, his 
cook kit contains four cups, four plates, 

Refrigeration 
Creek: Put perishables in a shady 

shallow spot of cool water in a burlap 
sack, a wooden crate or another 
container. Anchor it with rocks around 
it or tie it to a tree at the edge of the 
stream. 

Ground: Find a shady spot and dig a 
hole deep enough for perishables to be 
below the surface of the ground. Cover 
the top with wet burlap and place one 
end of the burlap in a pan of water so it 
will remain wet. 

Ice box: Block ice will keep for three 
or more days in an ice chest. Freeze 
juices and soft drinks in cans or 
drinking water in waxed milk cartons, 
but don't freeze anything in a bottle. 

two bowls, a can opener, a coffee pot, a 
pair of gloves, a frying pan as the top, 
its handle inside and utensils. The 
utensils are four forks and four spoons; 
Tyler says anyone who hunts or camps 
without a knife doesn' t deserve to eat. 

Besides the equipment in a cook kit, 
those less experienced than Tyler might 
want to consider about 20 other items: a 
hatchet, some plastic (for covering 

wood), a shovel, a water bucket, a 
flashlight, a fuel lantern, a Dutch oven, 
a grill, baking tins or cans, plastic 
mixing bowl, aluminum foil, two or 
three pots with covers, two or three 
large spoons with long handles, a wire 
whisk, a spatula and a sharp butcher 
knife. 

When Tyler is cooking for a crowd, he 
takes big cast-iron skillets and a metal 
grill-top table (which he calls a trivet) in 
addition to his cook kit. Sometimes he 
carries a collapsible three-foot tripod 
which holds a stew pot over the fire . He 
has skillets up to dozen-egg size. 

Again, when cooking for a larger 
group, the less experienced might 
want to carry more than Tyler until they 
decide what they really need. In 
addition to the above items, they could 
consider barbecuing equipment, peeler, 
toasting forks, ladles, measuring 
equipment, bar soap, liquid soap, 
charcoal briquets, dishcloths, towels, 
hangers, lighter fluid , newspapers, 
plastic bags, scrub pads, storage 
containers and table cloth. 

Meals should be planned ahead and 
a list of necessary ingredients checked. 
Hunters and fishermen like Tyler 
usually carry certain staples and depend 
on their catch for nourishment. Tyler 
always takes shortening, flour, salt, 
pepper, potatoes and onions. 

With these staples, he can cook fish or 
squirrels if he doesn't get anything else. 
And he usually carries some chicken or 
hamburger too. He'll kill several 
squirrels before dark. He skins, slices 
and dresses them; then he boils them in 
salted water. To this he adds potatoes 
and onions, according to the number 
and size of stomachs . If he hasn't 
enough squirrels, he adds more 
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The high flames of the tipi fire 
are good for one-pot cooking and 
for use of the reflector oven. 

potatoes. Then he salts and peppers to 
taste. If he fries squirrel, he prefers 
younger ones. After coating in flour and 
sprinkling with salt and pepper, he fries 
them in a small amount of shortening. 

On knapsacking trips, at least half the 
total supply of food should be imme
diately edible without cooking. In 
cold weather, stomachs yearn for rich 
spicy foods, such as fruit cake or 
packaged mince meat. Fruits are good 
for quick energy. Canned foods are fast 
and save water and wood in prepa
ration. Unless water is naturally 
available, carry four quarts per person 
per day. Ham and corned beef, which 
stimulate thirst, are better left at home. 

Upon arrival at your campsite, the 
first thing to do is build a good-sized 
woodpile so you won't have to search 
while cooking. Coniferous trees, which 
are soft woods, are the poorest to use. 
Pines, spruces and firs are coniferous; 
they can give food a piney undesirable 
taste . Hardwoods, especially the 
deciduous (those which shed leaves), 
burn long with little smoke. Hickory is 
best. If the wood has a tasty flavor, you 
can cook over a smoky fire. Otherwise, 
burn it to mostly black coals so all the 
smell is gone. 

Build your woodpile at least 10 or 15 
feet from the fire. Set it on two large 
poles to keep it from dampness. Cover 
it with plastic when it rains. 

Arrange tinder, kindling and fuel 
separately, with fuel closest to you. 
Tinder is anything combustible and 
smaller than your little finger, such as 
dry grass, dry leaves, dry pine needles, 
twigs, shavings, bark, newpaper and 
even charcoal starter. Kindling ranges 
in size from little finger to wrist; fuel is 
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anything larger. Tinder starts the fire, 
kindling feeds it till cooking size and 
fuel sustains it. Progress quickly from 
smallest tinder to about three large fuel 
logs. The size of the fire depends on 
how many logs you have; the duration 
depends on their size. 

When you plan to build a fire in a 
natural setting, practice it at home first . 
If possible, select your site before you 
take your equipment and your crowd to 
the woods. Obtain permission from the 
landowner or government agency 
responsible for the area. The first 
criteria of a good site is its safety. Try 
to find a spot 15 feet from trees and 
bushes, never over roots or under 
branches or near dry grass or weeds. 
The ideal location is flat with a dirt, 
sand or rock surface. The second criteria 
is wilderness preservation. Campfires 
can scar mountain pastures and blacken 
bare rocks for generations. Cooking 
convenience, a third consideration, 
is primarily determined by access to 
water, available down wood and pro
tection from wind. The beauty of the 
surroundings would be a fourth criteria. 

For a quick meal on the trail, with 
minimum disturbance to the ground, 
one dead softwood branch will suffice. 
By the time you heat beans and boil 
coffee, no wood will be left and you can 
kick the ashes away when they're cold. 

But for serious cooking, the best fire 
lay is the keyhole, a combination of the 
tipi and the log cabin. The tipi lay is a 
cone-shaped stack of wood in the 
middle of a circle of rocks. It has a high 
strong blaze and is good for sitting and 
staring. In a log cabin lay, wood is 
stacked at right angles in the cent~r of a 
square of rocks. The log cabin burns 

evenly and thus is good for cooking. 
The keyhole lay is a compromise, the 

joining together of a square and a circle 
of rocks with the wall between knocked 
out. The square end should be built 
toward the direction from which the 
wind is blowing. Build a tipi fire in the 
circle end for light, heat and conver
sation. Build a log cabin in the square 
for cooking. Rake coals from the tipi 
into the square. If you dig the keyhole 
shape about four inches deep, and put 
rocks around the edge, the fire is safer; 
you can save the dirt and cover it up 
when you leave. 

Make only one fire since it always 
leaves a mark and wood should be 
conserved. Feed trash to the fire as it 
accumulates, not all at once. Don't put 
aluminum foil in the fire as it will not 
burn completely. Put foil, glass and all 
other noncombustible trash in poly
ethylene bags and carry it out. Dump 
dishwater and rinse water in the brush 
or among rocks, far away from streams 
or lakes . Leftover food should be 
scattered away from the campsite, 
where animals will eat it. 

Don't leave until you can touch the 
ashes and wood. Bury the ashes and 
try to make the place look as natural as 
possible. 

Cooking on a fire away from home's 
conveniences is a necessarily innovative 
experience, especially if you go into 
the woods unprepared. And there's 
nothing wrong with being unprepared, 
no matter what the Scouts say; it may be 
less boring that way. 

But if you' re the type who likes 
smooth adventure, particularly where 
food is involved, there are many 
excellent books on campfire cooking. 

As you build a log cabin lay, 
gradually place logs toward the 
center of the cabin so it takes on 
the appearance of a pyramid. 

When using the keyhole lay, 
start the fire in the circle area and 
draw hot coals for cooking into t~e 
square area. 

Two of the best are "Roughing It Easy" 
by Dian Thomas (Brigham Young 
University Press, Provo, Utah, 1974) and 
"Food for Knapsackers" by Hasse 
Bunnelle (Fred Weidner & Son Printers, 
Inc., 1971). Check these out and,of course, 
follow the guidelines I have offered here. 

But if you're the type that likes smooth 
adventure, why are you cooking on a fire? 

Turtle Stew 
Dredge chunks of turtle meat in 
seasoned flour, brown in butter or 
drippings, boil three hours in large pot 
or Dutch oven set over coals with one 
cup diced onion, one-half cup diced 
green pepper, one-half cup diced celery, 
one can tomatoes, one bay leaf and a 
pinch of thyme. Mrs . Barbara Bara 
Barbecued Venison 

"When barbecuing venison, I take a 
syringe with warm butter or liquid 
shortening in it and inject it down to 
the bone. This makes the meat less dry, 
more succulent. Then I heat butter, 
vinegar, salt, water and baste with this . 
If you' re going to serve it on a plate, 
slice it. If you' re going to do 
sandwiches, chip it. And don't try to 
cover up the taste of the meat with 
sauce," -Buck Tyler. 
Beaver Stew 
3 lbs. boned beaver, cut in cubes 
drippings water 
flour carrots 
salt and pepper potatoes 
bay leaf onions 
Worcestershire sauce turnips and cabbage 
Remove all possible fat from beaver 
meat, flour cubes and brown on all 
sides in small amount of fat in a Dutch 
oven . Season with salt and pepper, add 
bay leaf, dash of Worcestershire sauce, 

and water to cover. Cover and simmer 
until nearly tender. (Time will vary 
according to age and condition of 
-animal.) Add diced potatoes, carrots, 
onions and turnips, if desired . Cover 
and simmer until vegetables are tender 
but still intact. Add cabbage, cut in 
wedges, and simmer again until 
cabbage is tender, about 10 minutes. 
The gravy may be thickened, if 
necessary, with flour and water paste. 

Mrs . Barbara Bara 
Clams 
Place washed clams on coals, cover with 
a dampened sack and bake until done . 
(We prefer ours "rare.") Oysters may be 
prepared in the same manner, and 
served with a sauce of melted butter, 
cats up and horseradish. Good with 
simple saltines. And beer. 

Mrs. Barbara Bara 
Biscuits 

"I just try to make everything from 
scratch. I have cooked biscuits in just a 
straight iron frying pan without a lid on 
it. Even with a lid you have to turn 
them. You mix about two cups 
self-rising flour, one-fourth cup 
shortening and one-half teaspoon salt. 
If you haven't got milk, you can use 
water. It's not quite as fluffy with water, 
but biscuits can be made like 
that." -Buck Tyler 
Trout 

To keep trout cool while fishing, pack 
in creel with moist grass. Clean them 
promptly. Avoid carrying them in 
plastic bags as they will get too warm. 
Fry or boil trout up to 12 inches; bake or 
broil and filet larger trout. 

To boil trout, put a flat pan of water 
on fire and bring to a boil . Water should 
be just deep enough to cover fish and 

''-'e 

may be seasoned lightly with salt, 
pepper, lemon, and parsley flakes if 
available . Place fish in boiling water for 
a few minutes until flesh on both sides 
of backbone can be easily removed. 

For frying trout, margarine, butter or 
cooking oil is better than bacon grease, 
which is too strong. When boning, cut 
the meat lengthwise and, if prepared 
correctly, it should fall away from the 
bones readily. Wrap cold fried trout in 
wax paper for a delicious lunch. 
Hush puppies 

"Everytime I cook fish, I have to make 
hush puppies . I try to go a three-two
one recipe. Three cups of meal, two 
cups flour, one egg. And I use onion, 
bell pepper, a little sugar and salt. That's 
just small portions. A lot of people don' t 
like pepper, so you can leave it out, but 
onions are a must. If you have milk, use 
it, and then add water till the right 
consistency. Or just use water. You can 
use beer, but they will sour if left 
overnight." -Buck Tyler. 
Catfish Stew 

"I like to take my catfish and boil him 
to get off the bones. Retain the stock. 
Put in potatoes and onion. Then add the 
fish. Cook in broth and fish and salt and 
pepper. And then there's an old
fashioned way from the swamp. Brown 
fatback in the pot. Put bony parts on the 
bottom and a layer of salt and pepper. 
Then add a layer of onions; then a layer 
of potatoes. You keep doing layers until 
you use it up. You never stir it at all. 
Take the pot off and shake it. Real good 
stew. Some people just don't like the 
bones in it." -Buck Tyler. 

Mrs. Barbara Bara is a wildlif~ depart
ment secretary in Georgetown . 
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'The state claims title to all land below 
the mean high-water mark," explained 
Bill Moser, attorney for the South 
Carolina Water Resources Commission. 
"It is left to the individual property 
owner to prove otherwise." 

The state's claim to tidal lands is firmly 
based in an established principle of En
glish Common Law where the king's 
gifts of land to his patrons did not in
clude title to land below the high
tidewater mark unless specifically 
stated . While the king had the authority 
to grant tidelands and navigable waters, 
it was his obligation to protect the pub
lic's use of these lands. 

When the lord proprietors controlled 
this area, many large tracts of land in the 
Carolinas were both given and sold to 
individuals. After the overthrow of the 
proprietary government, this continued 
under the English king after the Revolu
tion. Thus original title to all land in 
South Carolina could come from the 
proprietors, the king or the state. 

Many of these first grants were made 
for the purposes of establishing rice 
plantations. As the rice was grown in 
tideland fields where the water levels 
could be controlled for flooding, some of 
these early grants specified that the 
landowner possessed parts of the tidal 
areas. 

What these grants meant to bestow is 
the central question in this tidelands 
controversy. A common misconception 
is that, if one can trace his title back to a 
grant from either the king or the pro
prietors, he has proven title to land lo
cated below the mean high-water mark. 
This is not the case . 

"Everybody has a king's or proprie
tary grant," Moser said . This is true be
cause most of the state and particularly 
the coastal areas were settled and 
granted before the Revolution. Whether 
one's grant specifically gives title to land 
below the high-water mark is thus of 
utmost importance. 

There have been numerous landmark 
court decisions concerning individual 
ownership of tidelands. The state comes 
to court with the presumption of owner
ship. The private landowner must prove 
otherwise. Unless the words "to low
water mark" or other unmistakable 
terms are included in the original grant, 
the decision is usually in favor of the 
state . There have been notable excep
tions in which either the whole grant is 
below the mean high-water mark or the 

intent of the grantor has been judged as 
obviously conveying land below the 
high-water mark. 

In the past decade, South Carolina has 
become more active in asserting public 
ownership of lands below the mean 
high-water mark. The marsh's value as 
an estuary was not appreciated by the 
public. Tidelands were referred to as 
waste or vacant lands in some of the 
earlier court cases where the question of 
ownership was at stake. This neglect 
lead to widespread exploitation of the 
lands. By one estimate, over one fourth 
of the tidal property was lost to dredg
ing, filling or diking. 

The old rice plantations are no longer 
used for growing rice, but many of them 
are still intact and used for hunting. 

Ecology is not a bad word anymore, 
and most Carolinians share a deep ap
preciation for the preservation, where 
possible, of our estuaries. The state is 
looking out for its own interests again. In 
some instances, private citizens have 
joined with the state to protest a third 
party's claims on tidal property. 

Juth c_arn. lina'.s 

CJ/ 1, .• -~'L . .. ~ . 

Coastal Manage
ment Council 
is a vital part 
of this new 
interest. It is 
responsible 
for supervi
sion over the 
critical areas 
of the coast, 
including 

most of the tidelands. But landowners 
are also protected. Section 22 of the act 
that set up the council allows landown
ers to bring suit against the state to de
termine ownership of land below the 
mean high-water mark. 

No such suits have been brought, ac
cording to Dr. H. Wayne Beam, director 
of the council. No one really knows how 
much of the estimated half million acres 
of tidelands are privately owned. 

Once an individual has proven his 
title to land below the high-water mark, 
his rights to use that land are still lim
ited. For example, he cannot do anything 
to hinder public navigation through the 
property if it is part of a navigable 
stream. Permits from the Coastal Man
agement Council for dredge-and-fill op
erations are necessary for even private 
property owners. These permits are sel-

dom granted and the use of tidal land for 
any purpose is subject to ecological con
sideration. 

Filling land that is below the high
water mark to increase building poten
tial was once fairly common along the 
coast. The Council now flatly forbids 
dredge-and-fill activities for any resi
dential or commercial lots. 

Title to marsh property below the 
high-water mark may give the owner 
rights to the shellfish, including oysters 
and clams. But such rights are subject to 
state regulations on the amounts and 
seasons for the taking of shellfish. The 
owner could perhaps keep the public 
from harvesting them. 

In the old rice fields and' upland 
swamps that fall into this category, the 
usage problem is a little different. Pri
vacy is at stake. A. T. Smythe, one of the 
state's leading private attorneys on tidal 
ownership, says that most of his clients 
are seeking relief from trespassers. If 
areas such as the old rice fields belong to 
the state to hold in trust for the public, 
the owners of the adjoining property 
cannot legally keep poachers out of their 
fields . 

There are rich phosphate deposits in 
the marshes of the state. If one could 
establish ownership of the land, he 
would have the mineral rights . A per
mit, however, must be obtained to mine 
them. 

The tidelands owner who cannot use 
his lands as he intended has several op
tions. He can simply enjoy the fact of 
ownership or give the property to the 
state through one of its agencies such as 
the Heritage Trust Program of the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department. This latter choice allows a 
tax deduction as a charitable gift. 

In extreme cases, the citizen could take 
the state to court for just compensation if 
he feels the state has deprived him of his 
property rights by not allowing him to 
use it to its highest and best use. This is 
a fairly unexplored area in the courts 
and whether the individual or the 
state should bear the cost of ecological 
considerations, for example, is not 
firmly decided . 

Today there are still many unsettled 
issues despite heightened awareness of 
the tideland's value and new legislation 
designed to protect it. Given the proper
ty's ecological and economical worth to 
the state or the individual, the issue will 
not be settled without further debate. 
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"The Magic of N. C. Wyeth" in the 
January-February issue of South Carolina 
Wildlife by Peggy Robbins is very good, 
very informative, very well done. 

The fact should have been menticv:ied 
that the Greenville Museum of Art had 
the first collection of N. C. Wyeth in the 
Southeast at its opening four years ago. 

At the present time, "Artists of the 
Brandywine-Howard Pyle and his Stu
dents" has a wonderful collection in 
Greenville at the Museum; from here it 
will go to Charleston and then to Colum
bia. 

I guess it's too late to inform your wide 
range of subscribers-but you sure 
missed a good chance. 

Mrs. I. 0. Brownell 
Greenville 

Editor 's Note: The collection is now at the 
Columbia Museum of Art, 1112 Bull 
Street, and will be there through June 3. 

This is tny second time around to pass 
out kudos to your South Caro/ina 
Wildlife, the Palmetto State's award-
winning publication. '"1 

My first contribution to Reader 's 
Forum was several years ago when I was a 
resident of New Jersey and a regular sub
scriber to your fine magazine. 

During the spring of 1976, I "saw the 
light," moved out of New Jersey to settle 
down in the South Carolina Lowcountry 
near Beaufort. Needless to say, I carried 
my subscription to South Carolina 
Wildlife with me .in my move. 1

· 

I found your January-February 1979 
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issue a joy to read, especially the articles 
on the "Atlantic Sturgeon-King of the 
Fishes" by Pete Laurie and "The Chal
lenge of Snipe" by Nelson Bryant. But the 
most fascinating article in this issue was, 
in my opinion, Peggy Robbins' account 
of one of America's premiere illustrators 
entitled "The Magic of N. C. Wyeth." 
Prior to the Robbins story on Wyeth , all 
that I remembered about this great 
painter-illustrator was that at one time he 
lived in Pennsylvania and was well known 
for his outdoor scenes. 

One thing puzzled me, however, in 
reading the final two paragraphs of the 
Wyeth narration: How did the author 
know what the last words spoken by 
Wyeth to his grandson were if the words 
were not heard by any other person? And 
within a few minutes ahertheywere spo
ken, both the grandfather and the grand
son lay dead as the result of a tragic train 
accident! ESP from the past, perhaps? 

Bob Henne 
Frogmore 

Editor's Note: The article says: "Those 
were the last words anyone except the 
boy heard N. C. Wyeth say." Wyeth 's 
words, "Newell, remember this. You 
won 't see this again, " were spoken in the 
cornfield in the presence of two corn
huskers. 

' 
You did yourself proud with the article 

on N. C. Wyeth and I am happy that I was 
able to lend a wee bit of support. 

I was associated with N. C. Wyeth from 
January1922 till October 1928, both as his 
model for numerous illustrations and the 
murals for the Federal Reserve Bank in 
Boston and from 1923 to 1928 as a student 
under him. 

When he returned to Chadd's Ford in 
1923, I moved into the studio on the 
banks of the Charles, the river which had 
such an influence on his colorful life. 
Although I had the benefit of being 
under the same teacher who launched 
him into illustration for two years, off and 
on, with John Singer Sargent, the big 
help came from Wyeth . 

I'm now in my 82nd year, but the won
derful days are still sharply etched in my 
memory. Anton Kamp 

White Plains, N. Y. 

In addition to meat and roe, the stur
geon (January/ February, 1979, "Atlantic 
Sturgeon" ) provides another useful 
product of which local fishermen may 

not be aware. 
European makers of fine beer use a 

viscous isinglass called "finings," which is 
made of the sturgeon's swim bladder, to 
finalize the yeast action prior to casking. 
Possibly another market for our commer
cial fishermen. Harry Suttle, 

Wilmington, N. C. 

I think your magazine is the best. I 
think you should write an article on little 
things to do for nature, like making a bird 
feeder or making a nature trail in a block 
of woods. You should also write about 
people in very little nature clubs, like 
about 7-20 members. 

Some of the words in this letter may be 
spelled wrong because I am only11 years 
old. I am the executive director of the 
Paukie Island Bird Association (PIBA) and 
we need some way to make some 
money. We have only six members (two 
adults, four children) . We don't have very 
many members, but we still love wildlife . 
We do all sorts of things like feed birds, 
pick up trash, take aluminum cans to the 
receiving place, and we make nature 
trails. We also watch birds and butterflys 
and list them. 

You have the best magazine ever and I 
hope you will publish them forever. 

Roddy Medders, 
executive director, P. I. B. A. 

Burton 

At my age I spend many hours reading 
sports and wildlife magazines, with my 
favorite being South Carolina Wildlife . I 
read and enjoy every article it contains. 
Second is Field and Stream. 

I have just finished reading "The White 
Ones" in the February issue of Field and 
Stream. It brings back pleasant mem
ories. When I was a young boy living on a 
small farm in the upper part of the state, 
there was a farm, not too far away, of 300 
to 500 acres with a beautiful front lawn . 

When I would stop to see the lawn on 
this farm, the ground would be covered 
with many gray squirrels and just as 
abundant we re the "pink-eyed" 
white squirrels. They lived and fed side 
by side but I never saw the slightest sign 
of integration of the two species. This 
was in the late teens and early twenties. I 
tried to find out where they came from 
and why they were the only ones in the 
area but nobody seemed to know. By the 
early thirties, they had all disappeared. 

Illinois may well be the only state that 
has the white squirrel today, but South 



Carolina had them at one time and let 
them get away. What a shame. 

P. D. Dorn 
Charleston 

Editor 's Note: 
We contacted Dorn and he said he saw 

the white squirrels "by the hundreds" 
when he lived in Saluda County, about 
one mile east of the Greenwood County 
line. 

Since 1894, Greenwood County has 
had a white squirrel population. These 
squirrels are actually albino gray squirrels 
and therefore not a separate species. Ac
cording to "Lives of Came Animals" by 
Ernest T. Seton, there were 700 albino 
squirrels in Greenwood in 1916. 

Many local residents of Greenwood 
have found white squirrels in their yard 
and have encouraged their presence, ac
cording to Barbara 8. Marcengill of the 
Greenwood Chamber of Commerce, but 
there are no local laws to protect them. 
The dog catcher is encouraged to shoot 
gray squirrels, especially during pecan 
season, but is not permitted to shoot 
white squirrels, Marcengill said. 

The only other known colony of white 
squirrels is in Olney, Illinois, where the 
white squirrel is almost a town mascot. 
The 800 to 1,000 white squirrels of Olney 
are protected by town ordinance and 
state law. Olney police officers and 
firefighters wear white squirrel patches 
on their shoulders. 

The albino squirrel has pink eyes and a 
large bushy tail. Like any albino animal, it 
is especially vulnerable because its lack of 
melanin makes it easier for predators to 
see and more susceptible to skin cancer 
and weak or crossed eyes. 

I am writing to express appreciation to 
you for the fine service rendered to 
sportsmen in the Seneca area. On De
cember 11th, Dennis Gunter presented 
the film "Ducks on the Wing" to an in
terested group of waterfowl hunters, one 
in which all South Carolina sportsmen 
should take pride. Following the film, Mr. 
Gunter did a commendable job in an
swering numerous questions. 

On February 6th, Mr. Gunter made an
other presentation to our Field and 
Stream Club at Seneca High concerning 
the Youth Conservation Corps Project in 
South Carolina. We are grateful for his 
effort and the helpful advice and sugges
tions he has given our club. He is a fine 
young man, a credit to your staff, and 
should be commended. 

As a subscriber to South Carolina 
Wildlife magazine, I want to tell you how 
much I enjoy my issues and how proud I 
am of this South Carolina publication for 
which you are responsible. 

Gene Goodwyn 
Advisor, Seneca High Field 

and Stream Club 
Richland, S. C. 

I read about South Carolina's world 
record fish in "Don't Pan-fry a Record." I 
couldn't believe it. Your article tells it ac
curately for I did eat a possible record 
mudfish. 

I caught it about the first week in April 
1978 while fishing for bream. I was using 
an ultra-light Daiwa reel and rod , 
6-pound test line and a 1h2-ounce Beetle 
Spin lure. The fish weighed an even 20 
pounds on the little scale I had. I landed 
him after about a 20-minute fight. 

I was fishing at Bushy Park Reservoir. 
All I can say is, I goofed. 

I enjoy the magazine. Keep up the 
good work. Bobby j. Deason 

Charleston Heights, S. C. 

I would like to mention several obser
vations concerning articles in your 
January-February issue. 

"The Dream Machines" is appropri
ately titled; however, the large charter 
boat fleet is overlooked. Charter boats, I 
believe, do more fishing than the wealthy 
offshore sportsfishermen, both in total 
fish and trophy fish taken. This is because 
of the number of boats and hours of fish
ing each year. Capt. Johnny Mumford 
would fish "Bolo Jr." out of Ocean City, 
Maryland, his hometown, each summer 

and fall and from Pompano Beach in the 
winter. 

How could a charter boat captain op
erate a boat costing $230,000 and stay in 
business? Charter boats are usually more 
heavily built than the name-brand stock 
boats, since they must operate even in 
heavy weather. The cockpit must be large 
enough, for four to six chairs (not small 
like the cockpit shown on page 27). Cap
tain H. T. Gasque told me most of the 
charter boats at Oregon Inlet were built 
at Harker's Island, North Carolina. I have 
yet to go on a charter boat that had a 
depth recorder or any other electronic 
gear other than the ship-to-shore radio . 
When a skipper goes out everyday and 
depends upon finding fish in 'order to 
keep his customers, other gear is un
necessary. 

Regarding "The Market Gunner's Art, " 
my recollection is, in the eastern shore of 
the Chesapeake, most of the ducks for 
market were shot illegally with the huge 
boat-mounted guns drifted down on 
rafts of ducks at night. Many ducks and 
geese also were trapped, using bait, in 
the remote marshes between Vienna and 
Elliott Island. This ducking did not re
quire decoys. On the western shore, 
with little natural feed, large sets (25 to 60) 
of decoys and baiting were needed for 
shooting. When baiting was against regu
lation, the ducking dropped to almost 
nothing. Please don 't believe that the 
Susquehanna Flats are in Virginia, even 
my wife from Norfolk won 't claim that. 
You may want to follow up these articles 
with additional information and re
search. Cary D. Tucker 

Greenville 

Editor 's Note: 
You're right. Pennsylvanians claim the 

river and Marylanders claim the Sus
quehanna Flats. Mr. Moore was obviously 
thinking of Pleistocene times when the 
river mouth was probably about 60 miles 
west of its present location. Virginians go 
back a long way. 

While the eastern shore had more shel
tered bays, marshes and feeding grounds 
than the western shore of the 
Chesapeake, both sides contributed to 
the market. Decoys cannot be separated 
from market gunning, as the old gunners 
used every device available, including 
bait, trapping, night shooting with punt 
guns and decoys. The Susquehanna Flats 
on the Eastern Shore had many fine carv
ers, such as the famous Ward brothers. 
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Maps for 
Floaters 

Spring is the ideal time for a float trip 
down some of South Carolina's 14,000 
miles of navigable rivers and streams. If 
you ' re planning to maneuver any of the 
state's watercourses from headwaters to 
outlet, then a bit of reading is essential. 

Four publications will provide basic in
formation : the brochure "River Trails in 
South Carolina," available from the De
partment of Wildlife and Marine Re
sources or the Department of Parks, Rec
reation and Tourism ; "South Carolina 
Boater's Handbook " from the wildlife 
department; a good basic book on 
canoeing; and a supply of the appropri
ate maps. 

Maps are essential to the floater and 
there are several sources of maps of rivers 
in South Carolina. The U. S. Forest Ser
vice has maps covering sections of the 
Santee, Tyger, Enoree and Chattooga riv
ers. These maps are particularly benefi
cial because they show all the national 
forests and forest service roads. 

Four maps are available: The Francis 
Marion National Forest map shows 
portions of the Santee River, North and 
South Santee Rivers, Cooper River, West 
and East Branch Cooper and the Wanda 
River. The Enoree and Tyger District map 
of Sumter National Forest covers 
portions of the Broad River, Tyger River 
and Enoree River. The Andrew Pickens 
District map of Sumter National Forest 
includes portions of the Chauga River, 
Chattooga River, Tugaloo River, Lake 
Jocasse e and Lake Keowee. The 
Edgefield and Long Cane District map of 
Sumter National Forest shows portions of 
the Savan~ah River, Tu k~y Creek, Ste-

. rt. 
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Don't find yourself up the creek without a map. 
If you're an enthusiastic float-tripper, hang on to 
this ready reference to all sources of river 
maps in South Carolina. 

vens Creek, Long Cane Creek, Little River 
and Clark Hill Reservoir. 

The maps cost 50 cents each in paper. 
National forest maps may be purchased 
from the U. S. Forest Service, 1801 As
sembly Street, P. 0. Box 970, Columbia, 
South Carolina, 29202, Ph. 803-765-5222. 

Camping along the rivers within the 
national forests of South Carolina is per
mitted upon obtaining permission from 
the district manager in charge. 

The South Carolina Highway Depart
ment has county highway maps for sale 
which show all watercourses, paved and 
dirt roads and many other man-made 
landmarks. These maps are not expen
sive but several may be needed to cover a 
particular stretch of river that borders or 
crosses county lines. Remember that riv
ers often form a border between two 
counties. 

Two sizes of county maps are available. 
The small 18-by-24 inch map is black ink 
lithoprint•, has a scale of one inch to two 
miles, and costs 75 cents per map. The 
larger version, which costs $1, is 36-by-48 
inches and has a scale of one inch to one 
mile. For float trip purposes and rough 
handling in the field , the smaller map is 
probably the best choice. 

County maps may be purchased from 
Map Sales, Traffic and Planning Section, 
S. C. Department of Highways and Public 
Transportation , P. 0 . Drawer 191, Colum
bia, South Carolina, 29201 , Ph . 803-758-
3001. Mailing charges on these maps are 
50 cents for orders less than $10 and $1 for 
orders amounting to $10 and more. 

A map-brochure entitled "South 
Carolina Boat Landings" shows the loca
tion by river and river system of nearly all 
public boat landings in the state. Write 
Boat Landing Brochure, P. 0 . Box 167, 
Columbia, South Carolina, 29202. 

"Quads" or quadrangle maps pro
duced by the U. S. Geological Survey are 
usually the most detailed maps available 
to the float trip enthusiast. They illustrate 
both landforms and watercourses accu
rately, although some are dated and will 
not reflect recent man-made devel-

opments. For example, a map prepared 
in 1922 does not show churches, housing 
projects and ponds built in the area dur
ing the past 56 years . Because of the large 
scale of some quads, several may be 
needed to cover a river segment. Quad 
maps can be purchased in South 
Carolina from several book stores, usu
ally those on college campuses, and from 
two state agencies : the Land Resources 
Conservation Commission, 2221 Devine 
St. , Suite 222, Columbia, South Carolina, 
29205, Ph . 758-7197, and the Geology 
Division, State Development Board, 
Harbison Forest Road, P. 0. Box 927, 
Columbia, South Carolina, 29202, ph. 
803-758-6431 . 

Maps can also be purchased at a cost of 
$1 .25 each from Map Distribution, East
ern Region, U.S. Geological Survey, 1200 
South Eads Street, Arlington, Virginia, 
22202. If you do not know definitely 
which quads will cover your float trip 
area, write to this same address and re
quest a free Index to Topographic Maps 
for South Carolina. Compare this index 
to state and county highway maps to de
termine which maps you need to order. 

The S. C. Public Service Authority can 
supply maps covering Lake Moultrie, 
Lake Marion and the Cooper River. Re
quest Hammond's Navigation Charts 
from the Public Service Authority, Project 
Land Division-Santee Cooper, 223 N. 
Live Oak Drive, Moncks Corner, South 
Carolina, 29461 , ph. 803-899-2121. 

The Savannah River from Augusta, 
Georgia, to the Atlantic Ocean; the 
Cooper River; the lntracoastal Water
way; and portions of many rivers near 
the South Carolina coast are covered in 
detail through the Nautical Charts pub
lished by the National Oceanic and At
mospheric Administration. To obtain an 
index to the charts, tide tables, prices and 
ordering information and other naviga
tional aids, request the free Nautical 
Chart Catalog No. 1 for the Atlantic and 
Gulf Coasts by writing to: Distribution 
Division (C-44), National Ocean Survey, 
Riverdale, Maryland, 20840. 



MORE RACCOONS RABID 
Biologist Says: Don't Feed Them And Seek Treatment If Bitten 

Raccoons have never feared man or his trappings and they 
usually make fairly friendly pets. But the current increase in 
rabies among raccoons should make people more cautious 
when confronted with the constantly hungry coon. 

The incidence of rabies raccoon's saliva carries a higher 
among raccoons seems to be concentration of the virus, it 
increasing, a state wildlife presents a greater danger than 
biologist said recently, and other wildlife. 
South Carolinians should be All cats and dogs, particularly 
wary of these "cute little ban- hunting dogs, in the southern 
dits." coastal region of South 

Bill Mahan of the Dennis Carolina should be vaccinated. 
Wildlife Center in Berkeley said Any human bitten by a.raccoon 
humans should avoid feeding needs the rabies treatment, 
raccoons or tempting the.m~J'-"",__,._~~-
with food left in :i:~1 Q ~ 
loosely covered \~~/! t:;;_J >--=11 , __ , , I 
garbage cans. = • } / \ I · ,-;:)-=:-) ::=:\. - ~ 1 

b. --/,> -· f ·\ ·---:.; •• ).:/.- !-Most Ites occur \ y ...... \ _1 ·-· c , 
1 

~-

when someone thinks - ~J T'"-r(\.=;- "'-..,,-<.~~:_, \- l ~~-- __ \__, I ~ \I 
the raccoon is tame and --r~ •-= /::--._\ _.. ~--~ - · 

tries to handle it. \ / --Z---.:.._;(_-L ·- J ~-
Raccoons become quite as- ~/:"-::-,,f V.--· 

sertive when fed and most · _.,_ i-v.-· --~ ····· ~ 
,.f '-----, '-... f , 

complaints about rabid rac- """"" \, ~ }-?\/ ~ 
coons have come from people -\._ ( - • 
who have been feeding them. - >_, Count1~s 
More reports come from resi- Where Rabid 
dents of the Lowcountry sim- Raccoons Have 
ply because there are more Been Found 
raccoons there. 

"Feeding also encourages 
the development of artificially 
high raccoon populations 
while creating a dependence 
on supplemental feeding," 
Mahan said . "This in turn in
creases the chance for the 
transmission of such diseases 
as rabies and distemper within 
the coon population." 

During a 10-month period 
last year, the Board of Health 
and Environmental Control ex
amined 163 sick raccoons; 67 
were rabid. The disease has 
also been reported in foxes 
and bats and can infect any 
warm-blooded animal. 

Any animal behaving 
strangely should be reported 
to the local health department 
or the wildlife department. 
Raccoons can carry rabies 
without showing symptoms. It 
is transmitted through the 
saliva. Because the infected 

since the disease is invariably 
fatal if contracted. Last year, 
seven persons in a Charleston 
neighborhood had to take the 
rabies treatment after being 
bitten by probably the same 
"tame" raccoon . 

The current spread of rabies 
began in Florida about 30 years 
ago and has moved into Geor
gia and other Southeastern 
states in recent years. 

~ l. " -- - . ~ - .... 
-<a.. ~ - -
_'::~ •'!IL~~ 
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First 
Female 
Hired As 
Officer 

Lifelong exposure to the 
Charleston waterways has 
made boating the most in
teresting part of Betty McCas
kill's job as South Carolina's 
first female wildlife conserva
tion officer. 

McCaskill, 23, enjoys boat
ing patrol perhaps more than 
other aspects of a job she says 
has great diversity. "The work is 
so varied, and that's what I like 
about it," she said. " I go from 
working a night hunting situa
tion to retrieving an injured sea 
gull all in the same day." 

"Along the coast and particu
larly in the Charleston area, 
boating is a big part of every
body's life," McCaskill said . 
"The officer has to be there. If 
the boaters know you're 
around, they won't do any
thing stupid." 

McCaskill has successfully 
completed the basic eight
week law enforcement course 
at the South Carolina Criminal 
Justice Academy in Columbia. 
This course is required of all 
recently hired officers in the 
state, including highway pa
trolmen, sheriff's deputies and 
officers from local police 
forces. She is qualified in com
bat marksmanship with the 
.357 magnum revolver, her 
standard side arm. 

Before she was employed by 
the wildlife department, 
McCaskill worked in retailing. 
She graduated from Chiora 
High School and attended Tri
dent Technical College and the 
College of Charleston, major
ing in biology. 
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MAGAZINE WINS AWARD 

Betty McCaskill's most difficult 
moment on the job is when she 
sees children in boats with
out life jackets. 

South Carolina Wildlife re
ceived the top conservation 
award of the year from the 
South Carolina Wildlife Federa
tion during the federation's 
annual awards banquet held in 
February. 

Governor Dick Riley pre
sented the annual award to 
John Culler, editor, and Dr. 
James A. Timmerman Jr., 
wildlife department director. 

Also among recipients were 
James H. Mills, wildlife de
partment hunter education 
coordinator, who received the 
hunter safety award, and Pat 
Robertson , outdoor editor for 
The Columbia Record and pre
viously a staff writer and publ ic 
relations specialist for the mag-

REVISED SPECIES ACT 
ALLOWS EXEMPTIONS 

Conflicts between the pres
ervation of endangered spe
cies and construction projects 
highlighted amendments to 
the Federal Endangered 
Species Act of 1973, which was 
enacted in the last hours of the 
1978 Congress. 

The act was closely scruti
nized as a result of high
spirited debate over the 
Tennessee Telleco Dam versus 
the endangered snail darter. 
Since the snail darter was dis
covered shortly before the dam 
was scheduled to open, con
flicts arose over whether the 
act's protection powers shou ld 
apply after a project is begun . 
The act's new language pro
vides a process whereby activi
ties of federal agencies can be 
exempted from requirements 
to protect endangered species. 

A three-person review board 
was created to decide if the 
Fish and Wildlife Service and 
the construction agency in-

valved have tried adequately to 
resolve the conflict. The board 
consists of an appointee by the 
Interior Secretary, a Presiden
tial appointee representing the 
states involved and an adminis
tration law judge. 

If the board agrees that 
proper consultation occurred, 
the matter will be sent to a 
seven-member committee 
which decides whether to 
grant the project an exemp
tion. The committee is com
posed of the Secretaries of the 
Army, Agriculture and Interior, 
heads of the Council of Eco
nomic Advisors, the En
vironmental Protection Agency 
and the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, 
and a Presidential appointee 
from the states involved. 

In the Wildlife Management 
lnstitute's Outdoor News Bul
letin, the new committee was 
said to be weighted against 
wildlife, unlike others which 

azine and wildlife department. 
Other winners and their 

awards were Betty Bayne of 
Leesville, Educator of the Year; 
International Paper Company 
of Georgetown, Forest; Amoco 
Chemicals Corporation of 
Mount Pleasant , 11 .dustrial 
Conservationist ; Frank Cag
giano of Columbia, Legislative 
Conservationist; James C. Hite 
of Clemson, Land ; The South 
Carolina Association of Con
servation Districts, Organiza
tion; Alys Anne Patterson of 
Mount Pleasant with the Save 
the Wando Association, Water; 
Benjamin C. Dysart 111 of Clem
son, Wildlife; and Carol Lynne 
Catoe of Lancaster, Youth Con
servationist. 

were discussed by Congress 
earlier in the session. 

Before the recent revision, 
Congress decided whether to 
start a project which threat
ened an endangered species, 
but rarely in the five-year his
tory of the 1973 act did Con
gress have to make a decision. 
A spokesman for the Fish and 
Wildlife Service commented 
that at least 95 per cent of con
flicts that arose between a con
struction agency and an en
dangered species were quietly 
resolved within their agency. 

The amendment also makes 
states eligible for matching 
funds for plant protection 
studies. Formerly, matching 
funds have only been available 
to study endangered animals. 

The act was also amended to 
include stricter regulations for 
proposing critical plant habitats 
and for adding new plants to 
the national list. 

-JULIE LUMPKIN 



Tom Evans has hunted moose, caribou, antelope, elk and mule 
deer, but his first love in sporting is crappie fishing - an 
affection he acquired from his father. 

Slam Winner 
Hunts All Game 

While Tom Evans, a suc
cessf u I North Charleston 
builder, hunts and fishes 
throughout North America, his 
first love is the South Carolina 
crappie. 

Evans is the fourth South 
Carolina sportsman to qualify 
for the Carolina SLAM, a state 
wildlife department program 
designed to recognize the 
state's top outdoor sportsmen 
and to encourage a diverse ap
proach to hunting and fishing 
in the Palmetto State. 

Among the four who qual
ified for the SLAM in its first 
year, Evans was the second to 
be overlooked by the wildlife 
department. Joe Kelly of 
Mountville also was over
looked originally because of 
faulty record keeping. 

But the record is clear now 
and Evans stands with Randy 

Bickley of Newberry, Roger 
Harris of Gaffney and Joe Kelly 
of Laurens County as the state's 
top outdoor sportsmen. (See 
" Roundtable," November-De
cember 1978.) 

Evans came by his apprecia
tion of crappie honestly, be
cause his father, also an avid 
sportsman and fisherman , 
taught his son to love the sport
ing ways. Evans said " I've been 
fishing for crappie all my life," 
and referred to his father as 
"my pal. " 

While h_e has grown weary of 
largemouth bass fishing - " I 
got burned out," is the way he 
put it - he said he will never 
tire of crappie fishing. "It's just 
an intriguing fish," he said. 

And while he said "I 've 
caught all of the bass I want, " 
he can show you a mounted 
specimen that weighed 14 

pounds and places among the 
biggest largemouth bass ever 
caught in South Carolina. 

But fishing is only his first 
outdoor love. Even though his 
conversation continually fo
cuses on fishing, especially 
fishing for the pan-size variety, 
it's difficult to ignore his hunt
ing interest if you visit him in 
his North Charleston suburban 
home. 

He has trophies of animals 
taken all over the continent, in
cluding moose from Canada, 
Newfoundland and the west
ern U. S., caribou , antelope, 
elk and mule deer. His trophies 
also include ducks and pheas
ants. He said he has hunted 
pheasant in South Dakota for 
the last 19 years: "Man, have I 
done some pheasant hunting!" 

As for hunting in the West, 
he said , " I go to Colorado once 
a year, whether I need to or 
not," and he frequently goes 
out of the country to pursue his 
hunting and fishing interests. 

He has never killed an ani
mal , however, that was not 
used or consumed, if not by 
him and his family, then by 
someone else. 

Evans believes in using what 
he takes from the outdoors. " If 
you can't eat it, if you can't use 
it, then you don't need to take 
it for a trophy," said Evans, who 
is a third generation Morman, 
which no doubt influences his 
stand on wildlife ethics. 

Evans said the SLAM was dif
ficult to accomplish, but he en
joyed participating. " It's some
thing you enjoy doing." 

"As far as hunting and fishing 
goes, that's a right that belongs 
to our children. The kids, that's 
what it's all about." 

Through the SLAM program 
he has an opportunity to set 
the right example for the state's 
hunters and fishermen . It's ob
vious that he himself enjoyed 
such an example. 

" I've met a lot of good 
fishermen ," Evans concluded, 
"but if I had to name one, he 
would be my dad. He's the very 
best." 

SLAM 
BEGINS
SECOND 
YEAR 

The second year of the 
Carolina SLAM is well under
way and the state's sportsmen 
should be plotting th~ir strat
egy to qualify for this exacting 
state wildlife program. 

Since the current SLAM ends 
in August, there is plenty of 
time for the state's out
doorsmen to satisfy the de
manding criteria for qualifica
tion, according to John Culler, 
South Carolina Wildlife editor 
and founder of the program. 

Anyone who killed a deer 
with a rack measuring at le?st 
110 points during the past deer 
season is well along toward 
qualifying for the current 
SLAM. But if the deer didn't 
make it, a turkey will do. To 
qualify, a sportsman may enter 
a deer and a turkey, but he 
must enter at least one of the 
two. 

He may also select from four 
fishing categories to round out 
his qualifying entry, but he 
must qualify in four of six 
categories. The fish categories 
are: largemouth bass, 7-pound 
minimum; striped bass, 20-
pound minimum; mountain 
trout, 14-inch minimum; and a 
saltwater fish. The saltwaters 
accepted are: channel bass, 
30-pound minimum ; cobia, 
35-pound minimum; winter 
trout, 4-pound minimum; dol
phin, 40-pound minimum; 
king mackerel, 15-pound min
imum; or a billfish. 

Anyone interested is invited 
to write for the SLAM entry 
package which includes entry 
forms for each category. Write: 
Carolina SLAM, P. 0. Box 167, 
Columbia, S. C., 29202. 
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TO CATCH AN EAGLE--
Eagle Specialist Catches, Tags Fledglings: 
Says 37 Adult Eagles Resident To South Carolina 

1. Tom Mur
phy climbs to a 
nest 85 feet high. 
2 .Technic ian 
Johnny Coker 
finds the bird 
in the bu sh. 3 . 
Coker and 
biologist Sally 
Hopkins mea
sure the wing 
span at 4.5 feet. 
4. The bird is 
weighed at eight 
pounds. 5. Coker 
fixes a wing sad
dle band to the 
wing. 6. The 
eagle is anxious 
to get back to the 
nest. 7. Murphy 
de see nd s after 
the bi rd is back 
in the nest. 1 
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One of the first things you 
learn about nesting eagles is 
they pick the tallest tree 
around . Most often it's a pine 
tree, sometimes another, such 
as a cypress. 

To catch an eagle, you first 
need to find the nest, most eas
ily done by aerial surveillance; 
then you need to find it from 
the ground, which can be dif
ficult indeed . Next climb the 
tree, then find a way into 
the nest, a not her major 
obstacle. 

While you are doing all of 
this, the birds usually leave. 
They head for the ground at a 
glide and you must then begin 
a careful search through dense 
briers and underbrush. 

When the bird is in hand, the 
problem becomes its talons. 
Normally eagles do not bite. 

Their mouths are for feeding 
and not defense, but the talons 
are used quite effectively. 

South Carolina's eagle popu
lation is low but stable, said 
Tom Murphy, eagle specialist 
with the Department of Wild
life and Marine Resources, but 
little is known about the state's 
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resident eagles except their ac
tive nesting territories. 

Murphy says 37 adult eagles 
resident to South Carolina 
make up 18 nesting pairs with a 
spare bird . During a national 
census conducted in January, 
Murphy counted 20 adults and 
an immature; the immatures 
are what he's interested in. 
Nobody knows where they go 

,... when they fledge and leave the 
nest. They mature in four or 
five years and take on the char
acteristic white head. 

"Post nesting dispersal" is 
the focal point of Murphy's 
current eagle research. He 
suspects they head north. A 
band from a South Carolina 
bird was returned last season 
from up-state New York. 

This is a movement rather 
than a migration, Murphy said, 
because the birds exhibit no 
time or distance pattern as do 
waterfowl. Eagles may turn up 
in the nesting territory at any 
time, he said . In South Carolina 
they nest during the winter. 

When the birds are caught, 
Murphy waits in the tree while 
wildlife biologist Sally Hopkins 
and technician Johnny Coker 
thoroughly examine, weigh, 
measure and band each fledg
ling. Each bird is also fixed with 
a wing saddle band, bright 
orange in color, for visual iden
tification . 

While the eagle must be 
nearly grown and close to 
fledging, they also must be 
caught in the nest; otherwise 
they can't be caught. If too 
yo ung , bands and other 
markings couldn't be attached 
to the birds. 

When the bird is captured , it 
is carefully placed in a lattice 
bag and hoisted back to the 
nest by Murphy. While Murphy 
is at the nest, the parent birds 
circle slowly overhead, fre
quently emitting a screetchy 
call common with raptors. 
Sometimes they just fly off to a 
distant limb and watch. They 
have very good eyesight, Mur
phy explained. (Photos by 
PHILLIP JONES) 
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